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ABSTRACT 
OF 
ECONOMIC 
LIBERALIZATION AND 
TRENDS IN FOREIGN 
INVESTMENT IN INDIA 
Economic Liberalizotion And 
Trends In foreign Investment In 
India is the study ot relaxation in 
rules and regulations to establish 
free economy/ India adopted the 
policy of economic liberalization in 
1990, fol lowing Uruguay GATT 
Round, 1988. Arthur Dunkel 
produced a document to create 
World Trade Organization, which 
has been established in 19953 
India rat i f ied the Dunkel Treaty and 
became member of the World 
Trade Organization (WTO). 
However, the WTO document has 
yet to be signed by India in 1999 
September, 1999. ^ ^ 
The universal condition of 
membership of World Trade 
Organization is freedom of t rade, 
manufacture and agriculture.^ The 
economic freedom is defined in 
terms of rights of protection to 
trade, invest and the rights to 
protect the intellectual property. / 
India init iated fol lowing steps 
to encourage foreign investors in 
trade and industry in a free 
economic environment. 
• Deregulation of trade and 
industry with the exception 
of a few industries of 
S hyper—sensitive nature. 
• Reduced rate of interest to 
ensure abundant supply of 
capital for investment in 
trade and industry. 
Fair stability in exchange 
rate to ensure stable real 
gains to toreign investors. /P 
Deceleration ot int lat ion 
rates to sateguard 
purchasing power ot the 
currency, 
Sutf ic ient Foreign Exchange 
Reserves to ensure capabil ity 
ot the country for 
convertibil ity on Current 
Account and the Capital 
Account . '^ 
Structural reforms of the 
money and the capital 
markets to ensure strong 
f inancial sector in the 
country, l? 
Reforms in Economic Policy 
~ changes in Industrial 
policy, trade policy, f iscal 
and monetary policy for f i rm 
and definite establishment of 
free, transparent and 
accountable economic 
system. I^ j 
Steps to integrate foreign 
investments into social safety 
net. '^ ^ 
Foreign investors have given 
good response to the r e f o r m s in 
u 
the New Economic Policy. 
L icensing cont ro ls have been 
abo l ished in a lmos t all the cases, 
except a few of sensi t ive nature . ' / 
The procedure is less c u m b e r s o m e , 
less t ime c o n s u m i n g and more 
econom ica l . Single w indow system 
has been in t roduced f o r the 
eva luat ion of app l i ca t ions of 
fo re ign investors ~ it is the job of 
the fo l l ow ing app l i ca t ion process ing 
agenc ies : Reserve Bank of India, 
Foreign Investment Promot ion Board 
and the Secretariat ot Investment 
Analysis (SIA). 
Foreign investors were deterred 
by too many restrictive controls ot 
Foreign Exchange Regulations Act 
( F E R A ) , the Monopolies Restrictive 
Trade Practices Act (MRTP) , and 
other similar regulat ions. ^^ Foreign 
Exchange Regulation Act and the 
MRTP Act both have been taken ott 
the statutes, 2% The Foreign 
Exchange Management Act has 
been introduced with all the 
incentives to foreign investors to 
invest their capi ta l . Further the 
foreign Investors enjoy the right to 
open rupee account in the country, ^v 
The Companies Act has been 
amended to incorporate the right 
of foreign investors to hold equity, 
receive dividends and sell them 
without inhibit ion. It is the free 
capital market with the f reedom to 
enter and exit. The corporations 
have the right to buy back their 
own shares in the event of 
favourable circumstances. ^7 The 
provision makes capital structure 
fa r more resilient to changes in 
the business environment. 
The reforms In Fiscal and 
Monetary policies are very 
signi f icant. In the f irst instance, 
the term, foreign investor, has 
been extended to include NRIs and 
PIOs.^ The effective taxation is 
less than 12 per cent of the 
corporate income to foreign 
3\ investors. The notional taxation 
rate on corporate income is 40 per 
cent. "2^ The foreign investors plan 
to reduce the tax liability by 
avail ing of tax incentives ~ 
depreciation, innovation, inventions 
and modernization.-^^/ The capital 
10 
expenditure lead to reduction in 
the tax l iabil i ty. Further, the 
MODVAT has been ot great value in 
streamlining the indirect taxation 
system for manufacturers in the 
country. Indeed, the tar i f f , excise 
duty and corporate income tax 
have gone a long v^ay in making 
Indian Fiscal Policy friendly to 
foreign investors. ' 
The f iscal policy has gone a 
step further by init iating harsh 
decisions to reduce subsidies. It 
is being done to reduce the f iscal 
deficits. Hov^/ever, care has taken 
11 
to see that the withdrawal of 
subsidies does not harm the 
weaker section of the society. 
Monetary policy has taken 
several important measures to 
reform the f inancia l sector in the 
country. The Monetary Authority 
(RBI) slashed the Statutory reserve 
ratios in a bid to allow the 
banking and the non —banking 
f inancial insti tut ions to play pivotal 
role in the money and the capital 
market. Further, the banks and 
f inancial institutions enjoy the right 
to fix the interest rate structure 
12 
~ banks f ix prime lending rates 
and deposit rates of interest 
according to demand and supply 
forces. The f inancial insti tut ions 
are free to open and close their 
branches. Of course, the Reserve 
Bank of India does not allow 
slackness in the rules and 
regulations for the protection of 
the rights of the depositors and 
investors. It is mandatory for the 
f inancial Institutions to comply with 
capital adequacy norms, 
transparency and accountabi l i ty. 
The banks are under obl igations to 
13 
make good use of the depositorsD 
money. The non —performing 
assets put f inancial institutions in 
the red when the management let 
them go unabated. The norms 
have been specified to control the 
non —performing assets. The central 
theme of the monetary policy is to 
keep the f inancial sector strong. 
Deregulation and removal of 
restrict ions is backed up by 
structural reforms. It has been 
pointed out by high level trade 
delegations that India is a country 
of bewildering government controls. 
14 
The re fo rms will not be ef fect ive 
w i thou t s t ruc tura l changes . The 
f ree marke t economy envisages the 
end of the state monopoly and Its 
con t ro ls over the economy. The 
view has been suppor ted by 
em inen t scholars Professor 
Amr i t ya Sen pointedly cr i t ic ized the 
fu t i l i t y of red t ap i sm in the a f fa i rs 
of t rade and industry . 
Dis investment policy of the 
state is put t ing an end to state 
ownersh ip of enterpr ises. The 
concern of the government is 
re f lec ted in the creat ion of 
IS 
regulatory authorities with ful l 
autonomy to keep watch over the 
practices of traders, industr ial ists 
and investors. The Controller of 
Issue does not exist now. A new 
regulatory authority has been 
established since 1992 to regulate 
capital market SEBl. The 
Security Exchange Board of India 
Is empowered to regulate new 
issues, stock markets, 
intermediaries and brokers. It is 
compulsory for the issuing 
corporat ion to get cert i f icated by a 
well reputed credit rat ing agency, 
16 
render a t ruthfu l account of risk 
content of the projects for 
evaluation by prospective investors. 
As matter of fac t , the stock 
markets can be established by 
group of individuals as 
associations or as the joint stock 
companies. However, the SEBI 
enforces strict compl iance with 
rules and regulations to ensure 
transparency and accountabil i ty. 
There is no condit ion attached to 
the type of investors and borrowers 
institutions and individuals are 
free to buy and sell their stocks in 
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the capital market. The companies 
are free to get listed at the stock 
market. 
The composit ion of capital has 
radically changed. The Commercial 
Banks have established Asset 
Management subsidiaries, the 
Mutual Funds and other n o n -
banking f inancia l institutions are 
resorting to operations in the 
capital market. The f inancial 
Institutions are now f inancing the 
working capi ta l . The investment 
banking is combined with deposit 
banking. The changes are taking 
18 
place in response to global 
competit ion in the f inancial sector. 
New types of institutions have 
come up ~ Off shore banks, 
Overseas banks are operating at 
the door steps of foreign investors. 
It serves confidence of the 
f inancial sector to compete in 
foreign countries for mobil izing 
savings and exploiting investment 
opportunities there. The service 
sector is making substantial 
contribution to foreign exchange 
earnings of the country. 
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The country has reached the 
stage of global f inancia l sector. 
The OTCEi is scripless screen 
t rading. It is available to small 
Investors in towns and cities where 
the stock exchanges do not exist. 
The Notional Stock exchange is 
becoming popular among small 
business houses. Its trade volume 
is increasing at accelerated pace. 
The capital and the money 
markets are responding well to 
new types of bonds and shares. 
The sweat shares, the deep 
discount bonds, the convertible 
20 
bonds and short doted treasury 
bills are among the new types ot 
securities, which ore becoming 
acceptable to Investors. All the 
new types of securities impart a 
great deal of flexibil ity in 
capital izing plans of the 
corporations. 
Derivatives ore going to come 
up OS a deterrent against hot runs 
on the stock market. The Demat 
transactions are growing both In 
volume and value. It Is a positive 
signal to foreign investors about 
the response of f inancia l sector to 
21 
the global urges. The foreign 
investors are convinced about the 
programme of economic 
liberalization in the country. It 
has taken deep roots in the 
economic system. Political changes 
did not produce negative effects 
on the progress of economic 
l iberalization. 
Foreign investors have exuded 
confidence in the strength and 
vitality of the countryDs economy 
since economic l iberal izat ion. USA, 
UK, Germany and Japan are major 
investing nations in the region 
22 
those countries hold more than 45 
per cent ot the total foreign 
investment in the country in 
diverse sectors. 
It is interesting that new 
nations are taking keen interest in 
the development of hi—tech in the 
country Israel is the recent 
investor n Communications. 
Thailand is making investment In 
Hotel and Tourism. Malaysia is 
taking interest in Agricultural sector 
with its know —how about rubber 
plantation and rubber processing. 
Singapore is fast jo in ing the race 
23 
in banking, shipping, hotels and 
tour ism. 
The main determinants ot 
foreign investments in the country 
are the real gains to foreign 
investors. USA tops with real 
gains of 194 per cent in 1997. It 
underscores the fast pay —back 
cycle in case of USA. UK and 
Germany are also gaming 
substantially. Japan and other 
countries are making moderate 
gams. 
It is not the short term gains 
to foreign investors . that are 
24 
attracting them to invest in the 
country. The foreign investors 
have confidence in the sound 
performance of the countryDs 
economy. The country is 
abundantly endowed with natural 
resources, immense skil led human 
resource, vast consumer market 
and the potentials for the 
development of infrastructures. 
The country has shown its 
economic strength by decelerating 
inf lat ion rote, holding exchange 
rate, building comfortable 
bufferstocks of foodgrains, foreign 
25 
exchange reserves. The country is 
solvent to meet its obligations ot 
debt servicing and debt 
management. 
It is worth sounding a note ot 
caution that tree economy does 
not take care of growth, stabil ity, 
equity, jobs and other mult i far ious 
obligations to improve quality of 
community life ~ education, health 
care, safe drinking water, 
environment pollution and 
employment. The state must 
develop social safety net to ward 
off dangers of social upheavals in 
26 
the event of economic upheavals. 
The point is well corroborated by 
the experience of Asia Pacific Rim 
countries, especially Indonesia. Of 
course, incentives to corporations 
would encourage foreign investors 
to part icipate in the construction of 
network for social safety, including 
dwellings for slum dwellers and 
others. 
The study comes to the 
conclusion that India will be on 
economic giant in the region by 
the turn of the new mi l lennium. 
27 
Nevertheless, the Study points 
out to the need for further 
researches in the area of 
Management of Uncertainties in the 
aftermath of economic liberalization 
for foreign investment. 
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PREFACE 
Economic Liberalization and Trends in 
Foreign Investment in India is the research 
work for Ph.D. in Commerce. It is the frui t 
of serious relentless hard work for two years. 
The study is hypothesized that free economy 
is the ideal condition for foreign investors to 
take decisions about investment in the 
country. The study has succeeded in 
identifying the main determinants of foreign 
capital inflow for long term basis ~ given the 
ideal economic environment of freedom to 
enter and exit the industry, the main 
determinants are cost, return and risk. The 
study quantif ies the objective in terms of the 
fol lowing algebraic expression: 
/ = (EPS -h GPS + GPP) V/K 
The parameters are academically accepted 
as sound determinants ot income. The study 
proceeds to make exposition o^ the 
parameters in a logical manner. It highlights 
the fact that foreign investors f ind their 
investment in India highly lucrative. The 
study makes reassuring observation that India 
is poised for giant leapforward as an 
economic power by the turn of the new 
mi l lennium. The economy of the country has 
very good trapping to attract long term 
foreign investments. The study points out 
shortcomings of the policy of economic 
liberalization it hints at the possible 
economic and social upheavals if an 
VI 
integrated approach is not made to set up a 
strong social security net. 
The hypothesis has application in other 
areas for further researches, especially in the 
f ie ld: Risk Management and Financial 
L iberalizatio n. Dynamic Impact of Financial 
Liberalization in India. The present thesis can 
claim originality of hypothesis and its 
application to other areas for further 
researches. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Economic Liberalisation And Trends In 
Foreign Investment In India is the topic ot 
the present thesis tor in —depth study ot basic 
issues ot toreign investments tor faster 
growth in the era of free market economy 
which India has assiduously adopted after 
ratifying Dunkel plan In 1989. The main 
objective of the Dunkel plan is to create an 
environment for free markets. The Dunkel Plan 
took concrete shape after Uruguay GATT 
Round, 1988. The World Trade Organisation 
came into existence in 1995 with the express 
mandate to play key role In the establishment 
ot free trade and free economy. 
The WTO stipulates protection of rights to 
trade, invest and to protect the intellectual 
property rights. For free trade, it ensures 
access to cross border markets; for free 
investment it seeks rights of remittances of 
Income and repatriation of capital both; and 
f inal ly, for intellectual property rights it 
Incorporates model patent laws for adoption 
by member nations. 
India is, indeed, a signatory to the 
Dunkel Treaty and a member of World Trade 
Organisation. In the realm of free trade, a 
number of steps have been taken to lift 
restrictions t rom imports and exports. It 
includes l ift ing of l icensing, shortening of list 
of banned items of imports, reduction in 
customs and excise duties. However, care has 
been taken that the freedom to trade does 
not become a source of abuse by 
unscrupulous traders. In general terms, the 
liberal trade policy ever since its inception in 
1991, encourages imports of crit ical inputs to 
upgrade quality and reduce cost of 
manufactures for exports. In short, the trade 
policy has been made liberal to provide 
incentives for enhancing global competitiveness 
of the country. 
However, it is necessary to watch with 
care terms ot trade and balance ot payments. 
Distinction has been made in the trade policy 
to maintain inflows of goods and services for 
creating favourable impact on GDP, savings 
and investments. Upsurge of consumerism is 
equally an important problem of free trade 
policy. Experience with free trade has met 
with stiff resistance on the basis of low 
employment rate and severe strain on goods 
of mass consumption. It calls for some sort 
of safety net to deal with market inequalities. 
If Indian trade takes care of consumers, they 
would take care of the business houses. State 
does not have to take sides for ensuring 
equal oppor tun i t ies in a f ree env i ronment of 
compet i t ive marke t . 
Financial sector has been opened 
part ia l ly . Stock exchanges are open to 
ind iv idual and ins t i tu t iona l investors. The 
corpora t ions are al lowed to enter the fo re ign 
stock exchanges fo r ra is ing cap i ta l . The 
bank ing sector is open to fo re ign investors. 
Insurance sector is going to open as soon as 
the Insurance Bill runs th rough both the 
houses of Par l iament . Foreign investors would 
be able to establ ish insurance compan ies 
a f te r the passage of the b i l l . 
Nevertheless, the free economy has 
been placed under the regulatory author i t ies , 
viz., Securities Exchange Board of India for 
regulating capital market, the proposed 
regulatory authority for insurance companies, 
and Trade Regulatory Authority of India (TRAl). 
The rules and regulations are in place to 
keep under check the incidence of 
unscrsuples and shady transactions. It is in 
exercise of the statutory powers vested in the 
constitutional bodies to safeguard interests of 
consumers and Investors in the capital 
market. 
For the country, investment is the f irst 
step for long term growth. Investments for 
growth would tend io vary over life cycle of 
an economy ~ f rom growing stage to 
maturity and to decay. The main parameters 
tor investors are cost of investment, return 
over investment and the risks involved. 
Managers of economy would always seek 
compatibil i ty between growth rate and the cost 
of foreign investments. It would create 
negative impact on the growth in the event of 
negative net present value added to national 
income, It is the zone of negative net 
present value that foreign investments would 
not be welcome to the country. 
Monetary and f iscal policies are 
tradit ional weapons in the hands of monetary 
and f iscal authorities to guide investments 
along the path most conducive to national 
goals of economic growth. The ideal goal is 
growth with stability, equality and equitability. 
Research scholar has found the fol lowing path 
helpful in deternnining the factors of growth: 
G = YD (g/k)/C 
G — Growth Rate 
YD = Net national income 
g - actual growth rate 
k = estimated growth rate 
C — cost of investments 
In other words, investments would lead to 
growth when economy is managed to fu l f i l 
expectations of investors. Real gains are built 
into purchasing power. Investors get sceptical 
when inf lat ion becomes perceptible. Exchange 
rates should be stable together with stable 
prices. It would satisfy the investors about 
the strength of the economy. A currency is 
strong when on economy maintains stable 
price level and exchange rates. Depreciation 
in either the exchange rates or purchasing 
power underscores weak currency. Investors 
are attracted to an economy with strong 
currency. It is the growth rate with stability 
that conduces to strong currency. Monetary 
and f iscal policies are co-ord inated to attain 
the national goal of stable sustainable growth. 
Transparency and accountability in 
policies enthuse investors with confidence in 
an economy. It is antidote to corruption. 
Regulatory authorities maintain transparency 
and accountability. 
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The lead—time between savings and 
investment is not a good sign for the growth. 
Less the lead—time, the better. It is helpful 
to accelerate the growth. Banking habits and 
banking network make it possible for the 
savings to become investments. The presence 
of wider investment avenues is equally 
indispensable to l inking savings to investment. 
The structural reforms of f inancial 
sector would pursue ideal conditions in which 
investors are free to buy and sell securities, 
borrow and invest and disinvest, enter and 
exit. 
Composite view of trend in foreign 
nvestments in post economic liberalisation era 
11 
can be presented in terms of the following 
variables: 
/. Income 
2. Cost 
J. Risks associated with purciiasing 
power and excliange rates 
4. Social Network for jobs and 
contents to improve quality of life. 
Income f rom a project over t ime is the 
function of access to technology, skilled 
labour, location, materials and market. On the 
other hand, cost is the function of 
productivity. In economic terms, it is the 
funct ion of variable cost and fixed cost. 
Resources and their composit ion, assets and 
their composition both have great bearing on 
cost and income. 
12 
However, social obligations should take 
precedence in plans tor investments. Jobs 
should be created to reduce unemployment, 
poverty and misery. A sound economy 
continues to grow with ever—larger jobs until 
the point ot ful l employment. 
Financial cost has positive relationship 
with rate of interest and return, Higher 
return than the interest is usual phenomenon. 
Keeping interest low is a bid to reduce 
f inancial cost. It activates bulls in the stock 
market and value of stocks begins to surge. 
Firms anticipate showing better performance in 
terms of earnings. The monetary policy 
would be investor friendly when interest rate 
13 
is kept low. The f iscal policy must give back 
up to monetary policy by holding the tax 
rates low as far as possible. 
The problem of repatriation of capital and 
income in a free economy Invites relaxation 
on capital account. There are two options 
available to developing countries: f irst the 
policy of free repatriation on current and 
capital accounts; secondly, a state may allow 
partial conversion on capital account and ful l 
conversion on current account. In the first 
case, investors do not have to get tied up in 
one region or the state. In the latter case, 
the investors have to part with liquidity for a 
specific period of t ime, known as l ock - in 
14 
period. The lock —in period is determined on 
the basis of maturity and composition of 
funds. 
Direct investments in projects are 
segmented into various categories. For 
instance, in banking sector direct investment 
up to 41 per cent is capped. In Insurance 
bill it is proposed to l imit the foreign 
investment at 26 per cent. In the power and 
other infrastructures, direct investment is ful l 
100%. In housing sector, foreign investors 
are allowed to establish with their own capital 
up to 100 per cent. In Research and 
Development, foreign capital has not been 
capped. There are limitless opportunities to 
15 
foreign investors to take advantage of 
investment. Disinvestment policy of the state 
is ti lted towards the foreign investors. 
rascal por\cy of •the state \s mvestors 
fr iendly. It has reduced excise duties, 
allowed soft credits to exporters together with 
welcome changes in the monetary policy of 
pegging low the interest rates. 
Social net work is the subject matter of 
social welfare. Corporations would have to 
come forward with the ideas and programmes 
for providing jobs, protection of environment 
and improving quality of life by contributing 
to projects for education, health services. 
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drinking water and houses for weai<er sections 
of the community. 
In a few words, foreign investments in 
India in future would be a vehicle for stable 
sustainable growth incorporating the elements 
of equity, social justice and social welfare, 
17 
CHAPTER II 
DESIGNING RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY AND LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
Introduction: 
The study has explored vast gamut of 
issues and problem areas of OEconomic 
Liberalisation and Foreign Investment Trends 
in IndiaO. It Is observed In the previous 
chapter that the policy of l iberalisation creates 
Investor friendly environment. In the present 
chapter, the study proceeds to identify the 
objectives In the f i rst instance. It leads to 
the identif ication of issues and relevant 
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problems. The research work is planned for 
analysis of fhe problems and literafure review. 
It concludes with f indings and suggestions. 
Objectives: 
Economic Liberalisation And Trend In 
Foreign Investments In India serves the 
objective of identifying major issues, main 
problems with suggestions to overcome them 
in a bid to accelerate growth and maxim'ise 
social welfare. India is a modern nation. It 
possesses vast technical resources, large 
human resource with high degree of technical 
education and tra in ing, huge natural resources 
and population. Transition to economic 
liberalisation poses serious problems of 
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restructuring institutions, amendments to laws 
and changes in education system. State has 
to withdraw itself f rom direct participation in 
economy. Economic policies would shape in 
conjunction with the economic policies of 
other economies. It is true that political 
boundaries have little to do with economic 
plans and policies. Nevertheless, management 
of national economy would have the ideal 
goal of strong economy in a healthy 
competitive world. The study identifies 
fol lowing objectives: 
1. Growth of trade: In this context, 
stable prices and strong currency is the target 
of the study. 
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2. Matching fund flows: In this 
context, flows of funds on current and capital 
accounts would have to be balanced. Study 
iocuses on foreign 'mvesfmenfs and export 
earnings. 
3. Impact of economic 
liberalisation and foreign investments on 
National Net Present Value: In this context, 
the Study pursues the objective of opt imum 
cost and maximum income of foreign 
investments in India to determine impact on 
National Net Present Value. 
4. Impact of foreign investments 
on National Net Present Value over time: 
Study gets to the task of removing the 
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effects of inf lat ion and changes in exchange 
rates on national net present value over t ime. 
5. Free economy and social 
welfare are not compatible. Study focuses on 
compatible areas of foreign investment in 
pursuit of ideals of free economy and social 
welfare by exploring social safety net. 
As a matter of fact , the Study is outlined 
in a logical framework to reach academically 
sound conclusions. 
Nature and Scope of the Study: 
The study covers a vast canvas of foreign 
investments in a free global environment in 
the country. The study proceeds with the 
definit ion of objectives, issues, problem areas 
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and the hypothesis of the study. Main 
objective of the study is advancement of 
knowledge by seeking solutions to 
contemporary problems. 
The possible dimensions of the study help 
reach a cogent conclusion. It leads the 
Research Scholar to alternative research 
methodology. 
The study has set up framework of free 
economy and trends in foreign investments in 
India to measure their impact on net national 
present value. It Is the concept that would 
be quite helpful in rating national economy. 
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The Study is planned to present facts 
perceptible at a glance in terms of income 
and cost. 
The scope of the study is well defined in 
spite of vast gamut of issues and problems. 
The study delves into issues of public f inance, 
monetary management and corporate f inance 
at macro —and Qmicro level. 
Nature of the study is central to foreign 
investment decisions in on environment of 
free economy. 
The study has made a choice of tools to 
forge ahead with analysis of the facts. The 
economic concepts and methods, statistical 
tools and accounting techniques have been 
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selected to suit the requirements of the 
research 
In short, Study delves into Financing, 
Investment and Management of Earnings of 
foreigners including NRIs. 
Study goes into issues of f iscal and 
monetary policies. It searches best options of 
restructuring the capital and money markets. 
Study relies on accounting information to 
gauge impact of f inancial and operating 
leverages on cost of f inancing and earnings 
f rom foreign investments. 
Economic concept of National Net Present 
Value has been applied to measure impact of 
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foreign Investments over a series of years 
with suitable modif icat ions. 
The subject has offered techniques to 
present economic concepts in quantitative 
terms, viz., national net present value. 
Facts about foreign investments have yielded 
a set pattern of changes in quantitative terms 
over t ime. 
Major Issues: The vast study has been 
compacted into issues as fol lows: 
1. Economic liberalisation And 
Modernisation of India. Economic reforms 
have to pursue the national goal of strong 
economy in concert with other nations. 
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Foreign Investment Decisions. It 
poses the issues ot restructuring the t inancial 
sector to make good ot the reforms in 
f inancial sector. 
Issue of National Net Present Value, 
It poses threats to erosion of credit 
worthiness fol lowing mismanagement of 
operating and f inancial leverages. 
5. Social welfare is equally important 
for the economic liberalisation to ensure 
peaceful environment for growth and stability 
in the region. 
Main Problems: The Study has identif ied 
fol lowing problems for research: 
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L ife ra ture Re vie w: 
Socia l ism versus cap i ta l i sm has been the 
ca tchwords in the post Second World War 
per iod . USSR came into existence with 
countr ies of centra l and East Europe f o r m i n g 
COMECON. Later in 1950, China jo ined 
soc ia l i sm. Stal in observed the day when 
China jo ined soc ia l i sm as the day of victory 
over impe r i a l i sm . Churchi l l reminded the West 
of a new phase of cold war with social is t 
countr ies m a k i n g inroads into Europe. In the 
words of Winston Church i l l , It is the policy of 
socia l is t countr ies to enclose the West behind 
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i ron curtain.D The progress of soc ia l ism 
cont inued to moke visible march in Af r ica 
and Latin Amer ica . India made amendmen t 
to the Const i tut ion in 1971 to become 
Social ist Democrat ic Republ ic. COMECON 
countr ies spent as much as 70 per cent of 
the i r budget on de fence. 
The cold war ended in . December 1989 
with the .break up of USSR. There was a 
peacefu l t r ans fo rma t i on of soc ia l i sm into 
marke t economy. Yugoslav ia, Cuba and China 
are the sol i tary except ion to general change. 
In 1 9 9 1 , India adopted policy of free 
economy. Dr. Manmohan Singh, Former 
Finance Minister and eminent economis t , went 
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to the f loor of pa r l i ament to announce the 
economic pol icy f o r f ree economy. The 
economic survey fo r 1990 — 91 presented fac ts 
of d ismal pe r fo rmance of Indian economy in 
te rms of GDP, per capi ta i ncome, fo re ign 
reserves, fo re ign debts, burden of interest 
charges and decl ine in the midd le class 
income. There was steep decl ine In the 
economic pe r fo rmance on all counts . 
It may be in fe r red f r o m the Economic 
Survey, 1 9 9 1 , tha t economic l ibera l isat ion is 
the state policy to f ree enterpr ise in respect 
of a l locat ion of f unds and resources in 
pursu i t of product ive economic act iv i t ies, 
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1. The problem of economic reforms 
fo deal wifh shor f - fe rm problems and l o n g -
ferm issues, 
2. Problem of foreign investments in 
India with a back up to domestic savings and 
investment drive, 
3. Problem of fund flows over a series 
of years in the future. 
4. Safeguarding Net National Present 
Value for high rating of the national 
economy, 
5. Finding ways to blend social welfare 
with private welfare through social safety net. 
6. Making study relevant to 
transit ion to modernisation of the country. 
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Jagdish Bhagwati, eminent economist, 
cited several reasons to prove that Indian 
economy was not a free economy. According 
to h im, it is not a free economy that does 
not allow competit ion with state monopolies. 
The public enterprises enjoyed monopoly 
without fear of loss due to absence of 
competit ion in acquiring resources or to 
market their products. Bhagwati went on to 
say that the state monopoly does not 
encourage eff iciency. It brings about f l ight 
of the capital f rom regions under state 
monopoly. India, according to Bhagwati, 
experienced decline in GDP as a result of 
f l ight of capital in 1980s. Change in 
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economic policy was a welcome step to 
attract capital that has gone out of the 
country. 
Professor F. Steward and Dr. E.V.K, 
FitzGerald have stressed the need for the 
state to revoke restrictive conditions that have 
gone too far in st i f l ing the growth to avoid 
harsh measures that IMF insists on too often 
to deal with inf lat ion and deficits on 
accounts-
Reserve Bank of India had appointed a 
study group to study economic liberalisation 
and response of foreign collaborators to the 
change. The group covered the aspect of 
business environment in the post economic 
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l iberalisation period. The Study Group 
observed that foreign collaborators favoured 
market oriented economy. 
Dr. C. Rangarajan, former Governor of 
Reserve Bank of India, in his keynote address 
to FICCI in September 1991, highlighted the 
need for relying on equity f inancing and 
judicious distribution of risks among different 
types of investors. The focal point is the 
change in f inancial sector that would be 
oriented towards market. Economic 
liberalisation is basically pivoted by 
acceptance of investors instead of State 
protection f rom external competit ion. 
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Dr, P. Chidambaran, former Finance 
Minister, presenting Economic Survey to 
Parliament in the Budget Session, 1994-95 , 
has gone a step further in relaxing 
government controls on industries and imports. 
The report underlined the need for an 
environment friendly to investors. 
Existing literature suggests that economic 
liberalisation should allow growth, higher per 
capita income, larger foreign reserves, u p -
gradation of technology for modernisation of 
Indian Industries and increase in exports. 
Professor JP Agarwal identif ies numerous 
determinants of foreign direct investment. 
Besides, return and cost, including liquidity 
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and diversification as important determinants 
of foreign direct investment. Dr. JH Dunning 
mal<es an inquiry into the capacity of 
developing nations to absorb investment. 
Population and level of skill in a country are 
the determinants of capacity of an economy 
to absorb foreign direct investments. 
The current literature is inadequate to 
deal with the problems arising f rom Uni —polar 
world economy. The different hypotheses fai l 
to answer as to how the developing countries 
would deal with recession following 
implementation of the policies of IMF. There 
Is no answer to the vexatious problem of 
keeping exchange rate stable, holding the 
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price line, increasing export earnings and 
maintain suff ic ient liquidity for external claims 
of payment and repayments of debts besides 
inequalities in the distribution of income in 
the market economy without a social safety 
net. 
Some academicians have suggested 
remedies that are contradictory to each other. 
For instance, it is suggested more often than 
not to resort to cheap bank credit, relaxation 
in statutory reserves, frequent open market 
operations, rescheduling of debts and relenting 
to subsidies. Remedies are no better than the 
problems. The approaches do not make a 
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c lear . s ta tement about the ma in object ive of 
correct ives. 
Professor Amr i tya Sen examines 
inequal i t ies of f ree economy. Accord ing to 
h im , the weaker sect ion of the society should 
be involved in the process of development . 
Foreign investments can play key role in the 
ba lanced growth of developing when the host 
countr ies have widespread p rog ramme to 
banish ignorance , disease and poverty. 
The study h igh l ights the expectat ions of 
investors tha t managers of the economy must 
bother about as much as they should take 
care of add i t iona l income and add i t iona l cost. 
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Social net work Is an integral part oi the 
whole strategy suggested in the study. 
Specific areas of strategy of 
economic liberalisation and foreign investnnent 
trends in India are as fol lows: 
Sources of foreign investments. 
Uses of foreign investments. 
Expected return from foreign investments. 
Actual return from foreign investments. 
Cost of projects. 
Social net work for Jobs protection of 
environment and ottier related works to 
improve quality of life. 
Conceptual framework is the sound logic 
that seeks to weld together social welfare with 
private welfare. The framework of the study 
is contribution to the existing literature on the 
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subject of foreign investment friendly 
environment. 
Planning Research Work:lhe Study Is planned 
in different chapters as fol lows: 
Chapter I is introduction to the Study. It 
goes into background of economic 
liberalisation- and the emerging pattern of 
foreign investments in India. 
Chapter II is the discussion on designing 
research methodology and literature review. It 
gives a synoptic view about the plan of the 
work and the techniques used for analytical 
study of the whole gamut of issues and 
problems that fi l ls the gap in the existing 
stock of knowledge on the subject. 
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It presents study of existing literature on 
economic liberalisation and foreign 
investments. It furnishes just i f icat ion for the 
current study. 
Chapter III takes up issues of reforms in 
f inancial sector, industrial and trade policies 
to strengthen economic l iberalisation. 
Chapter IV studies the existing trends in 
foreign investments since the inception of 
economic l iberalisation. 
Chapter V presents cost and income 
analysis of foreign investments in India. It 
analyses impact of variations in exchange 
rate, Inflation rate on Net National Present 
Value of Income to foreign investors. 
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Chapter VI presents dynamic impact ot 
foreign investment on f inancial policies and 
structure. It reveals that economic 
liberalisation has liberalised f inancial sector 
for foreign investors. 
Chapter VII comes up with the concept 
of Social Safety Net to deal with inequalities 
of development. 
Chapter VIII re —examines the prospects 
of foreign investments and economic 
development in the country in the aftermath 
of economic liberalisation policy. 
Chapter IX sums up the study with 
suitable suggestions to resolve the vexatious 
problems of economic liberalisation and 
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foreign Investment in India for accelerated 
growth with stability. 
Hypothesis: 
Hypothesis of the research work is that 
economic liberalisation should create 
conditions of competit ion for business to 
f lourish with a commitment to social welfare. 
1. It should be possible for investors 
to borrow and invest freely. 
2. It should be possible to operate on 
equal terms and conditions. 
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3. It should ensure free movement of 
trade. 
4. It should be unchecked flows of 
funds on the basis of relative strength of 
economy in terms of real gains. 
5. The reforms should be premised In 
the light of changes in national net present 
value of income. 
6. Social net work should be the main 
focus of the drive for modernisation. 
In short, it is the hypothesis that allows 
merger of private welfare with social welfare. 
Following is the mathematical expression of 
the hypothesis: 
G= YD (g/k)/C 
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G stands for growth rate; YD denotes 
additional income; g/l< is tine ratio of actual 
to estimated growth rates; and C signifies 
foreign investments inclusive of cost of social 
net. 
Research Methodology; 
The hypothesis is put to ver i f i ca t ion by 
fo l low ing sui table research techn ique . The 
study is a depar ture f r o m the t rad i t iona l 
methodology. Tradi t ional ly , researches are 
made to yield results on the basis of 
business lobby to in f luence the state fo r 
rel ief. I have taken a leaf f r o m the study of 
the business history 
Economic re fo rms are ma jo r events once 
in decades. The cur rent re fo rms in India are 
o f fshoo ts of conc lus ion of cold war. Synoptic 
view of the developments since 1991 is the 
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initial step in preparing research methodology. 
Existing literature presents background of the 
Study, 
It is hard to believe that history would 
not repeat itself, It does repeat with a 
difference in contents and composit ion. The 
cold war has turned into an era of economic 
co-opera t ion , progress and prosperity. The 
perception of problems is portrayed in the 
Study with the help of economic principles, 
quantitative techniques and Accounting 
practices. 
The study, by nature and scope, has 
relied extensively on published accounts, 
reports and proceedings of national and 
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international conferences. The secondary 
information has been used in the format that 
the Study found suitable to draw logically 
sound Inferences. Accuracy and authenticity 
of statistics has been checked on the ground 
of reputation of well —known national and 
international organisations, The secondary 
sources include the research material f rom 
seminars, l ibraries, published- reports of 
Reserve Bank of India, Federation of Indian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, popularly 
known as FICCI, World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund. The Study Is not a claim to 
exhaustive sources of research materials. Any 
handicaps in accessibility to Information are 
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not because of Ignorance but for limited 
funds and faci l i t ies. 
Nevertheless, the Study has used new 
concepts and original expressions of the 
variables to present problems and suggestions. 
Significance of the Study: 
Objective of the Study, Economic 
Liberalisation and Foreign Investment Trends In 
India, assumes great signif icance in the 
perspective of national drive for 
modernisation. There is plethora of l iterature. 
Every care has been taken to consult referred 
journals. The vast study of the problem 
makes the work meaningful for further 
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researches in the area. Algebraic expression 
of postulates is a novel approach of the 
study to searching resolution of vexatious 
problems. The nature and scope makes the 
study relevant to experience with economic 
reforms and foreign investments of the 
country. 
Justification of the Study: 
Study is just i f ied by the lacunae in the 
existing literature. There is no discussion of 
the impact of economic reforms and foreign 
investments on net national present value. The 
study is further just i f ied by its survey of 
social network in the light of experience with 
free economy and foreign investments. The 
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study is a useful contribution to the existing 
stock of knowledge. The f indings and 
suggestions would lead to further researches 
In the area of foreign investments especially 
the issues related to managennent of 
uncertainties. 
The present chapter has outlined 
objectives of the study ~ it is stable 
sustainable growth in the wake of foreign 
investments in a free and congenial economic 
environment. The study raises issues related 
to foreign investments and economic 
l iberalisation. It observes that deregulation, 
relaxation in rules, reduction in the cost of 
capital and simple procedures are the 
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measures that can give good signal to foreign 
investors. The study in the present chapter 
determines methodology that leads to 
discovery of useful tools of analysis. Review 
of the literature reveals that approach to 
foreign investment ful f i ls the lacunae in the 
existing literature. The existing literature has 
not addressed the parameters of income 
determinants of the foreign investors and its 
benefits to the host country in terms of 
removal of inequalities that the free economy 
more often than not creates. The study in the 
ensuing chapter takes into account factors 
indispensable to development of free economy 
in India. 
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CHAPTER ill 
ECONOMIC LIBERALIZATION IN INDIA 
Introduction: 
In the foregoing chapter, it is observed 
that economic liberalisation and reforms are 
the underlying conditions for the promotion of 
foreign investments in India ~ it is the green 
signal to foreign investors for investment in 
India. ^The policy was promulgated in 1991 
to resolve the fol lowing problems: 
• To boost growth for accelerated 
economic development. 
• To help reduce external debts 
and service charges. 
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• To enhance efficiency of fhe 
economy by encouraging invesfmenf in 
technology and infrastructures. 
• To minimise risks to investors 
by regulating capital and money markets. 
• To create business friendly 
environment by abolishing redundant 
restrictions. 
• To do away with the state 
monopoly by disinvesting public enterprises. 
• To allow access to investors to 
national and international capital and money 
markets.^ 
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• To guarantee protection of 
rights to investments, trade and intellectual 
property. 
• To promote foreign trade. 
• To integrate the national 
economy with the world economy within the 
parameters of UNO and WTO. 
• To follow schedule of payment 
and repayment of external debts^ 
It is too di f f icul t for the research study 
to go into all the areas of reforms. The 
study proceeds to sort out the major aspects 
of economic reforms that are relevant to the 
fol lowing aspects of foreign investments in 
India; 
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• Reforms for creofing 
foreign investment friendly environment. 
• Reforms for access to 
f inance, trade and industry. 
• Reforms for repatriation of 
capital and remittances. 
• Reforms for foreign 
investors to own organise and manage their 
business in the country. 
'Reforms for Environment 
Friendly To Foreign Investors: 
Economic liberalisation policy identif ied 
fol lowing areas to create congenial 
environment for foreign investors: 
Tectinology 
Financing and Investment 
Disinvestment in PSUs. 
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Foreign Trade. 
Access To Credit and Capital Marl<et. 
Repatriation of capital and remittance of 
profit 
Protection of investorsD rights. 
In the realm of tectinology the Indian 
policy on technology has passed through 
multiple phases f rom a cautious policy until 
mid —sixties to liberalisation policy since 1991. 
The cautious policy was abandoned due to 
foreign exchange crisis of 1957 — 58. Foreign 
collaborations enjoyed some relaxation to 
encourage direct investment. However, 
enactment of Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 
in 1973 controlled FDI inf lows. 
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The oil cr isis of eight ies led the 
Government to encourage TNCs to under take 
export—oriented m a n u f a c t u r i n g . The FERA was 
amended to remove restr ic t ions on the 
operat ions of large business houses and the 
FERA compan ies . It was the beg inn ing of the 
pol icy fo r economic l ibera l isa t ion . 
In ninet ies, ser ious external cr isis 
developed in the country with fo re ign reserves 
touch ing the bo t tom low point . The 
government adopted the Dopen door policyD to 
carry out macro —economic and s t ruc tura l 
ad jus tments fo r u p - g r a d a t i o n of technology 
and to seek fo re ign investments in new 
sectors. The en larged area fo r technology 
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and FDI entry includes all manufactur ing 
industries with a few exceptions of strategic 
concern reserved for the state. 
Financing and Foreign Investments \Nere 
restricted to keep out of control over 
industries. Foreign equity was never a majority 
stockholding in India prior to promulgation of 
economic liberalisation policy in India. FDI 
equity participation was restricted to less than 
50 per cent in high technology areas. There 
is a sea change in the attitude of the state. 
The FDI is permitted to exceed the 50 per 
cent mark in export—oriented units and the 
other areas of their choice. Of course, the 
few areas are exclusive domains of the state 
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for strategic reasons. NRIs and overseas 
corporate bodies enjoy preferential treatment 
In respect of equity part icipation. It may be 
inferred that FDI has become an important 
channel for f inancing and investment. 
State governments are offer ing fiscal 
incentives to foreign investors for location of 
industries in their states. The state 
governments are vying with each other in 
attracting large investors for development of 
infrastructures. The central government also 
has investment plans for foreign investments 
in the country 
•y 
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Disinvestment Policy: 
Disinvestment policy Is an Integral part of 
economic liberalisation that visualises an end 
to state monopoly. The f irst Disinvestment 
took place In 1991. Tranches of selected PSU 
shares were offered to banks and f inancial 
institutions. It has been seen that the 
Disinvestment has not been a success due to 
lukewarm support of the capital market to the 
offer. In 1992, the Disinvestment netted 
Rs.1611 crore out of the target for Rs.2500 
crore. Experience with the Disinvestment 
policy revealed deficiencies In pricing and in 
preparing the Tranches. In the current year, 
the Disinvestment has been entrusted to 
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Disinvestment Commission, which is a statutory 
body to tix the price, t iming and composition 
ot the Tranches. It is iree option ot NRIs, 
PIOs, GDRs, FIIS and domestic investors to 
subscribe to the tranche offered by the 
Disinvestment Commission subject to the 
approval of the Government. 
Foreign Trade: 
Foreign Trade Policy has been drastically 
changed. In eighties, it incorporated a large 
number of provisions for controll ing import 
and export. It was the result of protectionist 
trade policy, which was Implemented through 
large control and licensing in relation to 
foreign trade. Since 1991, lacunae in Exim 
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Policy have been plugged off by removing 
quantitative controls on export and import. 
As a result, foreign trade can f lourish In an 
atmosphere of freedom f rom the state 
controls. 
Access to Capital and Credit (Market: 
\\ (s an important ^ landmark of the 
development of paperless share and trading 
system In the country. Securities and 
Exchange Board of India has been established 
as an autonomous body to regulate capital 
and credit market. It is not a controll ing 
body. Companies are free to take f inancial 
decisions without the approval of the 
government. Foreign Institutional Investors, 
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Persons of Indian Origin and Non —Resident 
Indians (Flls, PIOs, and NRIs) have access to 
capital and credit market. Companies are 
free to raise funds f rom the international 
markets. 
Monetary and f iscal reforms are made to 
reduce the cost of business operations in 
India. Taxes are reduced and the procedure 
simpl i f ied. Statutory liquidity reserves are 
being reduced, Banking and non —banking 
operations are gauged In terms of performing 
and non —performing assets. Gap in credit 
risks covered and transparency. 
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Repatriation of Profits 
And Capital : 
Foreign Investments are based on returns 
and repatriability of profits and capital. 
Foreign investors enjoy relative freedom in 
respect of remittance of returns. A policy of 
ful l convertibility on current account and 
partial convertibility on capital account is in 
place. There is substantial relaxation in the 
policy to let the investors have freedom in 
respect of repatriation of returns and capital . 
Protection of Rig tits to own and manage: 
Rights to own and manage are a 
question of guarantee against expropriation. 
Though the state does not give guarantee 
against acquisition of assets, there is 
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provision for fa i r compensation. To allay 
fears of investors, India is member of 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 
(MIGA). Further, the country has bilateral 
investment guarantee agreements. 
The Patent Law in India is being amended 
to give guarantee of intellectual property 
rights. The Patent Law and protection of 
trademarks are being revised to make them 
wider in coverage in tune with the standards 
required by the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO). 
In conclusion, economic liberalisation is 
the f i rm policy of the state to ameliorate 
operational environment for foreign investors 
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in the country. The new economic policy has 
removed unnecessary restrictions on operations 
of large houses and flow of Foreign 
Investments. As a result of procedural and 
structural reforms, the country is heading 
towards a strong economy. It includes 
streamlining of procedures, raising . of 
permissible equity l imits, wider scope for 
investments in sectors of their choice. 
Further, the currency has been devalued to 
current market level. In foreign trade, import 
licensing has been abolished, tar i f f rates 
reduced. It is a positive step to deregulate 
exports by dismantl ing regulatory framework 
for exports, Steps have been taken to 
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liberalise domestic market. However, Trade 
Regulatory Authority ot India has been 
established to observe compliance with 
existing rules and regulations. It is a welcome 
step to remove controls by discarding 
industrial licensing policy in respect ot a 
large number ot products. It Is supported by 
deregulation of f inancial sector. it is easier 
to raise capital in domestic and foreign 
markets. Investors have strong incentives for 
portfolio investments, It would have 
favourable impact on return with lower and 
f latter rate of direct and Indirect taxes. 
There is considerable progress in respect of 
price liberalisation for the products that were 
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subject to administered pricing. It would lead 
to virtual abolition of state monopoly with 
steps to expedite Disinvestment policy of 
public enterprises. In short, the country is 
heading for an open economy. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TRENDS IN FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN 
INDIA 
Introduction: 
In the previous chapter, the study 
highlighted main changes in the rules and 
regulations. The structural reforms and 
amendments to the statutes have been 
highlighted in the study. The study observes 
that economic liberalisation has made 
signif icant changes in the administration of 
the policy. It included relaxation in the limit 
to investment in small and tiny industries, 
automatic approvals of the projects, 
remittances without prior permission of the 
government, appointments of foreigners on 
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short term basis in key positions of the 
corporations and opening up of the entire 
industrial and primary sector to foreign 
investors excepting a few on strategic 
grounds. It has created congenial 
environment for foreign investments. 
The present chapter focuses on 
pattern of foreign investment both in the pre — 
and —post liberalisation period of economic 
policy. 
Foreign Investments Prior to 
Economic Liberalisation: In contrast, foreign 
investments picked up in the pos t -
independent period. The following table 
presents trends in foreign collaborations with 
a phase —wise break —up. 
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Table 1 -Growth in Foreign 
Col laborat ion 
% 
Av. Annual 
Annual 
Phases All F inancia l Approv 
Approvals als 
Approvals 
I. 1956-65 N/A. N/A. 
244 
II. 1966-70 
239 
III 1980-90 
724 
IV. 
1 9 9 0 - 837 
1 9 9 1 -
951627 
V. 1996-9812 ,413 
51.72 
40 16.73 
174 24.03 
51.44 
6,420 
Source: Compiled f rom 
d i f fe ren t sources. 
It Is clear f rom the foregoing table that 
foreign investment until 1970 was a meagre 
16.73 per cent. It picked up in 1980 -90 to 
24.03 per cent and finally to 51.44 per cent 
in the f irst four years of the economic 
liberalisation policy. 
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It is not easy to reach conclusions about 
the type ot the projects that led to change in 
foreign investments. The approved projects 
were related to technology transfer in contrast 
with granted license —packaged approvals. 
The fol lowing table furnishes a glimpse 
into foreign equity investments in the country 
phase —wise: 
Tab le 2 
A p p r o v e d A m o u n t s of Fo re ign Equ i ty I n v e s t m e n t s 
Per iod A n n u a l A v e r a g e 
A m o u n t in 
A m o u n t in 
US$cro re 
Rs .c ro re 
1 9 7 0 - 8 0 NA no 
1 9 8 1 - 9 0 94 .98 121.10 
1 9 9 1 - 9 5 3 ,264 .98 10 ,624 .20 
1 9 9 6 - 9 8 3 6 . 6 4 7 . 7 2 146597 .70 
S o u r c e : C o m p i l e d a n d c o m p u t e d f r o m 
d i f f e r e n t S o u r c e s . 
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The past two years have been worrisome 
for the country. Foreign Direct Investments 
have shown sluggish movement in the years 
1996 -98 . The reversal trend is set in by 
recession in Asia and fal l in income of the 
Gulf countries due to recession in the oil 
market. Inward remittances f rom the Gulf 
countries have declined substantially. 
However, the net inflow of foreign capital has 
been up marginally. 
The following table provides comparative 
analysis of foreign collaboration approvals. 
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Table 3 
Comparat ive Analysis of Foreign Col laborat ion 
Approvals 
1991 1992 1995 1994 1995 1996 
1997 1998 
Approvals By: 
i. SIA 760 585 
410 251 245 
ii RBI 188 736 
719 738 540 
iii FIPB 200 199 
307 382 
676 702 
493 770 
593 
799 
945 
1174 1109 870 
Source; Compi led and computed f rom d i f fe ren t sources. 
The table brings out the general trend in 
the first phase, 1991 -95 , that of rising and 
in the last phase, 
receding trend. It h 
level in 1998 that is 
1996 -98 , it depicts 
Ds touched the lowest 
equal to the level of 
Foreign investo 
political scene in the 
approvals of the year, 1995, with minor 
exceptions here and th<}re. 
rs have been watching 
:ountry. Recessions in 
the Asia Pacific Rim cJDuntries during the last 
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couple of years have spelt the recessionary 
trend in India. Japan, USA, and UK have to 
account for much of the decline in foreign 
investments in India. The following table 4 
furnishes a glimpse in the trends of foreign 
investment in India country —wise. 
Table 4 
Pattern of Foreign Direct Investments 
(Rs.crore) 
Name of the 
Country 1991 1 9 9 2 1995 1 9 9 4 1995 
1 9 9 8 
USA 186 1232 3462 3488 7054 
10056 
UK 32 117 622 1299 17261 
1678 
Germany 42 86 176 569 1339 
1237 
Japan Si 610 ?57 4QJ 1514 
1488 
SOURCE:. Complied from different sources 
The preceding table represents countries 
with 45 per cent of foreign investments in the 
country. The preceding year, 1998, has been 
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marked by steep decline in the individual 
country share In foreign direct Investments In 
the country. Asian f inancial crisis and 
emergence of Euro as the single currency for 
member nations of the European Union may 
have led to receding trends in foreign direct 
Investments in India. 
There is some shift in favour of 
Africa and Latin America. South Africa is 
being nurtured as the growth centre for better 
part of Africa like Brazil and Argentina In 
South America. China is receiving greater 
attention of foreign investors in Southeast 
Asia. The following table portrays count ry -
wise break —up of foreign direct Investment. 
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Table 5 
Count ry -w ise B r e a k - u p e i Foreign Direct 
lnvestments(US$ b n . ) * 
1991 1992 1995 1994 1995 
1996 1997 1998* * 
India 
1.7 
Taiwan 1 
1.8 
0.1 
1.02 
.3 
0.9 
ThaliandZ.O 
2.0 
Singapore 
6.6 
Malaysia 
6.6 
China 
44.6 
** 
1.5 
4.9 
6.9 
4.0 
4.4 
55.8 
2. 
3.8 
0.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
1 
1.5 
2.4 
8.9 
5.2 
3.3 
11.2 
62.4 
1 
Fiq ures are es tim ates 
0.3 
0.9 
.7 
5.0 
5.0 
27.5 
0.6 
1.4 
0.6 
5.6 
4.3 
33.8 
1.8 
1.5 
2.3 
5.3 
5.8 
37.5 
Source: Compiled and computed from different 
sources. 
Analysis of the foregoing table makes 
China as an outstanding country to have 
escaped the wrath of raging recession in 
foreign direct Investments. China displays 
burgeoning amounts of foreign direct 
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investment. All the other countries of the 
region hove experienced decline in the inflow 
of foreign direct investments. 
India does not compare well with 
most of the countries of the region. The 
comparative share of the country is the 
lowest. The plausible reason is that India 
has not allowed ful l convertibility of the rupee 
as other countries have done. India is still 
cautious to ward off the deleterious effects of 
unguarded inflow of foreign direct 
investments. 
It would be interesting to make an 
inquiry into the sector—wise break —up of 
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foreign investments in the country, 
highlights ore presented in the table below. 
Its 
TABLE 6 -
SECTORWISE 
BREAK-UP 
OF 
FOREIGN "DIRECT INVESTMENTS 
THE POST-POLICY 
PERIOD 
SI. Name of 
Industry 
No. 
1. Metallurgical 
industries 
2. 
Fuels 
3. Telecommunications 
4. Transportation 
Industry 
5. Service 
Sector 
6. Hotel & 
Tourism 
GRAND 
TOTAL 
No. of 
Approvals 
470 
409 
396 
690 
473 
265 
12122 
Source: Compl l 
DURING 
Amoun 
t 
of FDI 
Approve 
d 
8801.5 
4 
42390. 
71 
296271 
.4 
91038. 
6 
98032. 
37 
29719. 
68 
14662 
08 
ed 
% of 
Total 
FDI 
Approve 
d 
6.06 
28.91 
20.21 
6.21 
6.69 
2.03 
100 
f r om.d i f f e ren t sources. 
The sector-wise portrayal of foreign direct 
Investment furnishes an insight into the shifts 
that the new economic policy has introduced. 
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Fuels and Telecommunications have hogged 
lionDs share, 49 per cent of the total foreign 
direct investments. Hotel Sc Tourism and 
Service industries are welcome change in the 
panorama of foreign investments. Power 
plants and other heavy machines have also 
attracted substantial chunk of foreign direct 
investments. Primary industries are included 
in the category, DOther IndustriesD. It has 
become a fresh focal point for foreign direct 
investments. It highlights that the state has 
given wider access to all the areas for 
foreign direct investments. 
It would be quite interesting to 
analyse country—wise investment in different 
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indust r ies . The analysis is presented in the 
fo l low ing tab le . 
TABLE 7 -
COUNTRIES 
ANALYSIS OF MAJOR INVESTING 
IN DIFFERENT SECTORS DURING THE POST-
POLICY 
PERIOD 
SI. Name of S 
No. 
1. Metallugrical 
Industries 
2. 
Fuels 
ector 
( 1991 -1998 ) 
Country 
% to Sector 
Group 
1st llnd IlIrd 
German Austral! UAE 
23 21 8 
USA UK Japan 
45 16 6 
3. Te lecommun ica t i ons Israel USA Mauri t iu 
s 
21 16 9 
4. Transpor ta t ion Korea USA German 
Industr ies S. y 
24 23 8 
5. Service USA Netherl UK 
Sector ands 
51 8 5 
6. Hotel & Thai lan Hong USA 
Tour ism d Kong 
28 17 9 
Total Investments = RS 
8 1 5 8 0 1 . 4 8 Crore 
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It may be in fe r red f r o m the fo rego ing 
table tha t USA leads the group in investments 
in Fuel and Service sectors. Germany is 
leading country in investments in meta l lu rg ica l 
indust ry . Thai land Is leading in Hotel and 
Tour ism, 
Korea and Israel are leading countr ies in 
investments in Transpor ta t ion and 
Te lecommunica t ions respectively. New 
economic policy has created an env i ronment 
f o r fo re ign direct Investments to cover a wide 
spec t rum of indust r ies . 
In short , fo re ign Investments have a 
f l uc tua t i ng t r end . It has been r is ing In the 
f i rs t f ou r years of the economic l ibera l isat ion 
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policy and receding in last three years ot the 
post—policy period (1991—98). It 
accounted for by recession in Asia, tumbl ing 
effect of slump in oil market on earnings of 
OPEC countries and switching over to Africa 
and Latin American countries by foreign 
investors, 
In conclusion, the matrix of foreign 
investments is fast changing. Specifics of 
foreign investments in the country have to 
account to a great deal for the change, 
including cost, return and risk involved in 
foreign investments in the country. 
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CHAPTER V 
COST- INCOME-RISK ANALYSIS OF 
FOREIGN INVESTMENTS 
Introduction: 
The study In the foregoing chapter 
has highlighted that India Is attracting foreign 
Investors at on accelerated rate with the 
exception of 1998. The previous year, 1998, 
is marked by . steep decline in foreign 
Investments In the country. The decline Is 
explained by capital f l ight f rom the Southeast 
Asia In the aftermath of economic disasters 
In a number of countries of the region. 
However, it is heartening to note that the 
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major investing nations have maintained 
steady pattern of investment especially in 
communications and energy sectors. 
The present chapter takes stock of 
foreign investors who take f inancial decisions 
on the basis of certain objective norms. 
Financial decision is the function of cost, 
income and risks. The question for inquiry is 
how to measure cost, income and risk. 
Various hypotheses are available for 
application to measurement of cost, income 
and risk. Investors commonly use some of 
them. The Payback Period Method, Accounting 
Profitability Method, and Internal Rate of 
Return Method are tradit ional techniques to 
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evaluate projects for Investment. The 
tradit ional techniques suffer f rom their fai lure 
to f ind value of money and contribution of a 
project to the firmDs value. 
Some modern techniques have been 
evolved with an element to shed light on the 
net value of the project. Net Present Value 
Technique satisfies investors and the 
management of a f i rm both. Management is 
satisfied with a project adding to the value of 
the f i rm at internal rate. Investors are 
satisfied when the actual return meets their 
expectations. 
Foreign Investors expect real gains 
and real returns. In other words, foreign 
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Investments should get premium return to 
compensate themselves for risks f rom 
fluctuations in exchange rates and interest 
rates. 
Following is the path that a foreign 
Investor would prefer to apply: 
Return = Income — Cost. 
Risks associated witti income are: 
Fluctuations in price of the product 
Fluctuations in rate of interest 
Fluctuations in tax rates 
Fluctuations in exchange rates 
Foreign investors would experience erosion 
In real gains in the event of upward change 
In the foregoing variables of Income. It may 
be described below: 
Real Income — (Notional income) 
discounted at Variations rate 
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Variations include interest rate, exctiange 
rate, inflation rate and taxation rates, GDP 
Growtti, unemployment rate, etc. 
Variation rate — Average change 
The above approach furnishes an insight 
into the demand of foreign investors for a 
higher return. 
Cost is total capital employed to 
establish a business concern and to operate 
it. The question as to whether cost is 
Justified by the income would be answered by 
capitalised value of income at expected rate. 
The ultimate path that a foreign Investor 
would adopt would be as fol lows: 
Return - (Notional 
income) V. K/Cost 
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For management, it is internal rate and 
the cost that justif ies funds for acquisition of 
assets. It is explained as fol lows: 
Infernal Return = (Income) V/C 
V signifies variation rate and C is ttie 
cost of the project 
It is explicit that internal rate of return 
would be higher for foreign funds. 
Investment of foreign capital is just i f ied by its 
higher income generating capacity. 
It is correct to draw the inference f rom 
the above expressions that it is not in the 
interest of foreign investors and the 
management of business houses to operate in 
an environment of inf lat ion, fal l ing exchange 
rates and rising interest rates. For the 
Investors, the real gains disappear, and for 
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the management the internal rate ot return 
begins to slide. It is the stable price level, 
stable exchange rate and stable interest rates 
at relatively comparable level with investing 
economies that is beneficial to both the 
foreign investors and management of business 
houses. 
Technique of Analysing Income: 
Traditionally, an investorOs income is 
earning per share. To f ind total gains, the 
capital gain per share is added to earnings 
per share. It is described below: 
InvestorDs Income = EPS + GPS 
Return -
EPS + GPS/P 
EPS denotes earnings per stiare; GPS 
denotes gains per stiare; P denotes 
purchase price of a share. 
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Following steps are suggested to 
determine EPS, GPS and P: 
P has a value that is assumed to be ai 
par with the monetary unit invested io buy a 
share. 
EPS has a value tha t is assumed to be 
average pe r fo rmance of a share at the stock 
exchange. 
GPS has a value that is assumed to 
average out at gams per point (GPP). GFP is 
the lock —in per iod. GPS has been assigned 
30 points fo r convers ion into GPP, and v i c e -
versa the GPP into GPS. It is i l lust rated 
below: 
1 GPP = 30 GPS 
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It explains foreign investors do not like 
longer l ock - i n period because it tends to 
reduce their GPS. Shorter lock —in period is 
always beneficial to them. 
Analysis may be misleading without 
making capital market comparable. It would 
be useful to assume as fol lows: 
Investors are assumed to be free to enter 
and exit capital market. 
Financial institutions do not distinguish 
between small and big borrowers. 
The cost of transactions and taxes are 
neutral to investment decisions. 
On the basis of assumptions about the 
behaviour of foreign investors and the stage 
of development of capital market, the 
veritable factors can be highlighted in the 
analysis of income to foreign investors. 
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Income, Cost and Risk Analysis: 
Income to a foreign investor is: 
Income = (GPS + EPS + 
GPP)V/K 
When US $/Re = Rs.40, GPS 5 per 
cent, EPS $0.25, GPP 30 per cent of GPS per 
point, V is 5 per cent and K (Discount Rate) 
is 5 per cent. Income per US $ is as follows: 
Income/US $ = (0.05+0.25+0.01) 
0.05/0.05 
- 0.29 or 29 per 
cent. 
It Is the expression of foreign investorDs 
attitude towards investment that would be 
beneficial when return is adequate to 
compensate them for opportunity cost 
associated with lock —in period, variations in 
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exchange rate, interest rate and inf lat ion rate. 
K is the discount rate for the safety margin 
to allow for changes in earnings per share 
and the gains per share. 
Cost does not have the problem of 
risks associated with gap between actual and 
estimates. It is the sum of money put into 
income generating activity. Cost per unit of 
capital is the cost of investment. In other 
words, it is the price of a share. Foreign 
investors would not go by the book value of 
capital and face value of a share. For an 
investor it is the purchase price of a share 
that also includes cost of transactions. 
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Facts of Inquiry: 
Following ore the facts of inquiry about 
foreign investment in India. The value is 
measured in terms of US $/Re. 
TABLE 1 - ANALYSIS OF FOREIGN INVESTORSD INCOME IN 
INDIA 
JAPAN 
Determinants of 
Income USA UK GERMANY 
Earning per Share (EPS) 0.25 0.4 0.3 0.33 
Gains per Share (GPS) 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.02 
Gains per Point (GPP) 0.1 0.12 0.08 0.04 
Variations (V) 0.1 0.04 0.05 0.15 
Discount Rate (K) 0.05 0.02 0.1 0.3 
Source: Compiled and computed from different 
sources. 
ncome to foreign investors In India is as 
follows 
(EPS+ GPS-f- GPP) V/K 
Income to US Investors - 190% 
Income to UK Investors In India: 1. 14 or 
114% 
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Income to Germany 
24% 
Income to Japan 
19.5% 
Source: Compiled and computed 
f rom different sources. 
The foregoing table makes it evident that 
US and UK investors top the income index 
f rom investments in India, followed by 
Germany and Japan. Japan has made 
investments in iron ove, automobiles and 
fisheries. Germany has initiated investments 
In chemicals and pharmaceuticals. UK and 
USA are In cybernetics, hardware, power and 
transportation and service sector. India is 
ft 
quite lucrative for UK and US investors. 
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China has offered super - fas f stream 
of income to foreign investors. The facts of 
analysis are presented in the fol lowing table. 
TABLE 2 - STATEMENT SHOWING INCOME OF 
FOREIGN IN VESTORS IN CHINA DURING 
1 9 9 3 - 9 8 
Income 
Determinants Country of investors 
.USA UK Germany Japan 
1 Earning per share % 0.4 0.5 0.480.34 
2 Gains per share % 0.6 0.56 0.450.22 
3 Gains per Point % 0.4 0.33 0.260.38 
4 Variations % 0.002 0.002 0.002 
0.002 
5 Discount Rate % 0.001 0.001 
0.004 0.002 
Source: Compiled and computed from 
different sources. 
The composite picture of income to 
investors in India and China is presented in 
the accompanying table. 
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TABLE 3 - COMPARATIVE STATEMENT 
SHOWING 
INCOME TO FOREIGN INVESTORS 
IN INDIA AND CHINA DURING 1 9 9 3 - 9 8 
Count ry of Investors Count ry rece iv ing 
I nves tmen ts 
Ind ia China 
USA % 190 280 
UK % 114 278 
Germany % 24 60 
Japan % 20 94 
Sou rce : C o m p u t e d f r o m tab les 
1 - 2 , I b i d . 
It would be fa i r to in fe r f r o m the 
fo rego ing table tha t China o f fe rs avenues of 
super—fast s t ream of i ncome. Pattern of 
income to fo re ign investors is substant ia l ly 
s im i la r in the count r ies , China and India. 
Vast d i f fe rence in the income expla ins the 
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reason for priority to China in the agenda of 
foreign investors. 
In short, analysis of income to foreign 
investors in India clearly explains one of the 
major reasons of the existing trend in foreign 
investments in the country. 
Net Present Value of Income 
To Fo re ign Inves fo rs: 
Investors dre concerned about money 
value of their income f rom investments as 
much as about the real gains. Economists 
hold the view that creditors are losers when 
money is losing purchasing power. Secondly, 
erroneous decisions take place under the 
ballooning effects of inf lat ion on income. Its 
genesis lies in the amount of goods and 
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services that money is capable to lay its 
claims on, 
It is true accounting has developed 
different techniques to assess the efficiency 
of investments. For instance, it is the 
amount of profit that justif ies investments. 
Operations that do not add to profits are not 
just i f ied. Further crit icism of the accounting 
technique to base comments about eff icient 
investment on quantum of profit led to 
improvement in the techniques. Return on 
investment came into vogue to evaluate 
performance of the management. The ratio 
identif ies income and expenditure In relation 
to total funds employed. Inadequacies of 
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accounting techniques to make distinction in 
the tund flows and cash flows raised serious 
doubts about the acceptability of the 
technique itself. Nevertheless, it is still one 
of the popular methods in use. 
The accounting techniques took one 
step in the direction of profit planning by 
f ix ing internal rates of return. It served as a 
tool to control and direct business operations 
for the fu l f i lment of f inancial targets. 
Figures alone are hard to succeed without 
head and heart of the management. Every 
expenditure has to account for its effects on 
investorsD welfare. 
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nvestors are interested in the value of 
the f i rm . Traditionally, value of the f i rm is 
the aggregate value of stocks In the market. 
Market value would be up when the f i rm 
shows growth better than other f i rms do in 
the industry. Change In the attitude of 
investors about value of stockholdings created 
pressure on the minds of management to 
choose the projects that would have the 
potentials of adding to stock values. 
Determinants of stock values are not 
substantially dif ferent. Current income and 
capital gains should be combined with growth 
over a series of years of the life of the 
project to become value of a stock in the 
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hands of stockholders. It is expressed as 
follows: 
V = D + G + R 
1/ signifies value of stocks with 
stockholders. 
D signifies dividend income. 
G signifies capital gains. 
R signifies growth potential of the 
project 
Each and every variable has signif icant 
implications in investment decisions. 
Fluctuations in current income f rom dividends 
or in market prices of stock can make 
investors apprehensive. Downward trend in 
dividend or sluggish amount of dividend 
relative to similar f i rms in the industry force 
investors to resort to switching over of stocks. 
It explains the need for transparency in 
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reporting ultimate results about earnings with 
split value ot the stocks. 
Depression in stock market has roots in 
expectations ot investors about performing 
assets of the f i rms that have been acquired 
in the course of new projects. Shortfalls in 
fu l f i lment of expectations would be reflected 
in the potential growth that is one of the 
determinants of the value of stocks. 
All the determinants are not controllable 
by the management. Exogenous factors lie 
outside the control of internal environment. It 
Is well —established view about changes in 
rates of interest and the values of stocks. 
There is inverse relationship between them. It 
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implies appreciation in the value of stocks 
with every decrease in rates of interest, and 
v ice-versa. To keep the values moored on 
performance, monetary policy must support 
stable interest rate at low level over a long 
period of t ime. The f iscal and monetary 
authorities should not overlook its impact on 
the value of f i rms and the attitude of 
investors before going to change interest rates 
to resolve short term problems of liquidity. 
Liquidity should be generated by the business 
to match with the growth of its volume. 
The monetary theories do support the view 
related to expectations of investors as a 
potent factor of growth. Velocity in Its pure 
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sense is the rapidity of use of money in 
transactions or exchange. High or low 
velocity is the funct ion of ebb and flow of 
expectations of consumers about changes in 
prices, high or low expectations of investors 
about income f rom investments in projects. 
Much time has been given to resolve the 
riddle of hidden hands in swerving business 
cycles. One of the important conclusions of 
great signif icance is sluggish movement of 
interest cost that obstructs automatic 
adjustments between cost, income and return. 
Techniques to f ind a way out of vortex of 
expectations of investors took the cue fro m 
the discussion of economists to assess net 
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value of investment over t ime to stay stable 
on shift ing sand surface of international 
investments. Any method must incorporate the 
fol lowing variables: 
Time of income flows 
Paffern of income flows 
Quanfum of income flows on fime 
scale 
scale 
scale 
Changes in interest rates on time 
Changes in price level on time scale 
Changes in exchange rates on time 
• 
Changes in dividend policy over time 
Changes in capital gains over time 
Changes in growth rate over time. 
The study does not claim to have 
exhausted all the factors of changes in the 
net value of Investments. However, It would 
be useful to specify quantitative expression 
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that is easy to take care of. Following is 
the mathematical expression of the technique 
that meets the demand of investors in 
deciding projects worth investing: 
NPV = (D + G )k / r 
K 
NPV denotes net present value of foreign 
investments; f signifies function; D denotes 
current income from dividends to stockliolders, 
G stands for Gains from capital transactions; 
r is thie internal rate of return; k is tfie 
industryDs rate of return; and K is thie 
discount factor for taking care of changes in 
interest rate, ttie opportunity cost, the 
exchange rate, the taxation rates and other 
exogenous determinants. 
Any value of income slated along the 
expression would represent real income free 
f rom risks relative to industry and the stock 
market as a whole. 
I l l 
Investors would like to be sotistied 
that time value must represent future 
equivalent income. Any income is net 
addition to the real income that promises to 
flow f rom investments net of loss of 
purchasing power, loss of interest income, 
loss f rom low exchange rates and shortfal l in 
actual and internal rates of return. In truth, 
foreign investors grow pessimistic when prices 
begin to increase. Similar attitude develops 
among foreign Investors when interest rates 
are pegged up. 
Higher interest rates fleece investors 
doubly f irst by pushing up the opportunity 
cost and also by raising the cost of investible 
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funds. Positive difference between actual and 
internal rates of return is used by foreign 
investors to capitalise earnings for the 
purpose of evaluating their stocks upward, 
vice—versa happens when it is negative 
dif ference. Capital f l ight takes place in case 
of smaller actual rate of return than the 
internal rate of return. Such a f i rm has to 
apply high gearing ratio so long it suffers 
f rom over—capitalisation, and r>k. 
The quantitative expression of net present 
value of Income to foreign investors has 
yielded very signif icant results about the 
persisting sluggish trend in foreign 
investments In India. A few modif ications 
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seem to be permiss ib le to overcome pract ica l 
p rob lem of cover ing all the fo re ign investors. 
A few leading countr ies of the investors have 
been selected to analyse the t rend . The 
selected group of countr ies represents ma jo r 
share in investments in India and other Asian 
count r ies , v iz. , USA, UK, Germany and Japan . 
Together the group holds 45 per cent of the 
tota l investments in India in pre —liberal isat ion 
pol icy. The fo l low ing table makes evident 
changes dur ing the block per iod, 1 9 9 1 - 9 8 , in 
India v is -a—vis the fo rego ing invest ing 
nat ions. 
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TABLE 4:NET PRESENT VALUE OF FOREIGN 
INVESTORSD 
INCOME IN INDIA 
Inves to rs ' D e t e r m i n a n t s in US $ 
CountryEPS GPS k / r K NPV 
1.USA0.25 0.02 0.20 0.10 0.29 
2. UK0.4 0.05 0.16 0.15 0.45 
3 Germ 0.30.1 0.14 0.1 0.44 
4. JapanO.33 0.02 0.2 0.25 0.35 
Source: Computed by Research Scholar from 
fable 1, op.cif 
The table makes it evident tha t UK 
Investors have real ised highest real gains in 
te rms of net present value per US $ of 
investments in India. Germany takes the next 
posi t ion fo l lowed by Japan and USA. It is 
cost l ier US $ that is responsible f o r reversal 
of posi t ions of investors a f te r conversion of 
cur rent income into net present value and 
real ga ins. 
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It would be in terest ing to go into the 
quest ion of real gains to fo re ign investors in 
China. It is worth recal l ing tha t China is not 
a member of World Trade Organ isa t ion . Its 
currency (Yuban) is not t raded in the wor ld 
money marke ts . The fo l low ing table presents 
fac ts f o r analysis of NPV in China. 
TABLE 5:NET PRESENT VALUE OF 
FOREIGN INVESTORSD INCOME IN CHINA 
Inves to rs ' coun t r y 
D e t e r m i n a n t s of 
EPS GPS k / r K NPV 
1. USA 0.4 0.6 0.25 0.12 0.41 
2. UK 0.5 0.56 0.33 0.2 0.83 
3. Germany 
0.48 0.45 0.2 0.4 0.46 
4. Japan 
0.34 0.22 0.1 0.05 1.12 
Source: Computed from table 1-2. 
op.cit. 
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Comparat ive s ta tement of net present 
value In India and China would be he lpfu l fo r 
fu r the r evaluat ion of real gains to fore ign 
investors. 
TABLE 6 - COMPARATIVE STATEMENT SHOWING 
NET PRESENT VALUE OF FOREIGN INVESTORSD 
INCOME IN INDIA & CHINA 
PER US $ 
InvestorsD coun t r y Ind ia China 
1. USA 0.29 0.41 
2. UK 0.45 0.83 
3. Germany 0.44 0.46 
4. Japan 0.35 1.12 
Source: Compiled & computed 
from fables 1—2, Ibid. 
Table shows that fo re ign investors have 
real ised more gains f r o m investments in China 
than in India. 
In conc lus ion , the fo re ign investors 
f i nd India less at t ract ive than China. India 
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has an edge over China in ternns of strong 
technological base and skilled manpower 
besides rich endowments and equally vast 
market. Nevertheless, India has vast potentials 
for long term gains to foreign investors. It 
is evident f rom the facts of analysis ~ the 
free economy, membership of the World Trade 
Organisation, direct convertibility of Re and 
global operations of the Indian corporate 
sectors. China is a volatile country without 
ideological commitment to free economy and 
democracy. It gives India an edge over 
china. Foreign investors have share their 
confidence by mutually agreeing to making 
substantial investments in new areas including 
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hotel and tour ism, communicat ion and energy. 
It behoves to the investing nations to take 
long term perspective of real gains f rom 
investment in India, 
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CHAPTER VI 
LIBERALIZATION 
OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT POLICIES AND 
PRACTICES 
Introduction: 
Study in the previous chapter h igh l ighted 
the determinants ot fo re ign investments in 
India. The fac ts are analysed to reveal the 
gains to investors in India and other countr ies 
of the reg ion. It is observed that investments 
in India Q^VQ substant ia l ly lucrat ive. The 
present chapter goes into the quest ion of 
re fo rms of taxa t ion pol icy, money and capi ta l 
marke t f r o m the point of view of fo re ign 
investors. 
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Taxation Reforms: 
There is difference of opinion among 
academicians abouf eff icacy of monefary and 
f iscal policies in dealing with foreign 
investments. A view exists that taxation 
policy in open economy cannot act as a 
governor of the economy; the state is neither 
a producer nor a consumer. What it takes in 
taxes is returned to the community in 
procurement of goods and services to satisfy 
social wants. However, it acts as a tool to 
divert resources f rom the private uses to 
public uses. State is sovereign to look after 
social welfare. In the Paleo days, it was 
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held that money In the pocket of the state is 
wasteful and In the private hands it f ruct i f ies. 
It got its support f rom limited functions that 
the State used to perform safeguarding the 
borders f rom external aggression and 
maintaining internal peace. With social and 
political awareness, functions of the State 
multiplied many times over. It has taken upon 
itself the role of social welfare promoter. 
Democratic state has to be responsive to the 
community. There is no activity that the 
state does not have to assume one way or 
the other. Private individuals, out of their 
free will and unfettered decisions, and on the 
basis of rationale objectives as consumer and 
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producer, perform production, consumption 
and distr ibution. State as producer has the 
strong motive to get busy with income earning 
acf'mfy; and as a consumer U makes a 
conscious or unconscious choice of goods and 
services which yield max imum satisfaction to 
the community. The state puts limit to 
resources that an individual can lay hands on 
for private benefits. Collective interests are 
the obligations of the State that it seeks to 
fu l f i l by laying claim to resources of private 
individuals in the community. Members of 
the community part with the resources and 
hand them over to the state in the payment 
of taxes. The f iat of the state to part with 
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resources In the interest of social welfare 
without quid pro quo is the essence of 
compulsory contribution by the community to 
social welfare funds. It is called a tax, a 
compulsory contribution to the national 
exchequer without quid pro quo for social 
welfare. 
How far the state can go to tax 
community for social welfare while both the 
social and private ends are indispensable 
components of a healthy society? There is 
no easy answer to resolve the riddle of 
apparently contradictory private and social 
ends of resources that the State mobilises 
through taxes. However, the state is supposed 
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to allocate resources to private and public 
sectors on the basis ot principle ot maximum 
satisfaction f rom social and private 
consumption; the point of equality between 
the two determines maximum satisfact ion. 
Market is the device to guide private 
allocations and, in democratic set up, it is 
the representatives f rom different 
constituencies who decide in the parl iament 
house about social allo.cations of resources. 
Of course, for a taxpayer it is always a 
cost that may injure the willingness to save 
and invest when additional taxes chop off 
additional income completely. It leaves little 
incentive to save and invest. In an open 
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economy, the state must use taxes fo r 
encourag ing investments and p romot ing 
sav ings. it Is possible when addi t ional 
earn ings net of taxes jus t i fy extra e f fo r ts by 
investors. It fu rn ishes a concrete base to 
f o rmu la te tax s t ructure with incent ives fo r 
fo re ign investments . 
The Tax Act, 1 9 6 1 , is the basic 
document tha t makes d is t inct ion between 
domest ic and fo re ign investments . It 
d is t inguishes on the ground of ownersh ip , 
m anagemen t and con t ro l . It is fo re ign 
Investment tha t is owned, contro l led and 
managed outside the country. When 
ownersh ip , contro l and managemen t of 
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investment is inside the country, it is 
domestic. The Act makes application ot the 
Finance Act for respective years to the base, 
rates and administrat ion. Foreign investments 
attract fol lowing tax liability: 
* Income Tax on dividend, interest, 
rental, royalty, profi t , capital gains f rom 
Disinvestment after holding the assets for 
more than three years. In case of shares 
and securities, it is the period of one year 
for Disinvestment to determine tax liability on 
capital gains. 
* Deductions are permissible beyond 
exemption limit of income for depreciation, 
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and provide incentives for industrial growth as 
follows: 
Rent, faxes, rates, repairs, insurance of 
premise. Repairs and insurance of maciiinery, 
plant and furniture. 
Liberal depreciation allowances. 
Business loss can be carried forward for 
eigtit years. Unabsorbed depreciation can be 
carried forward up—to eigtit assessment years. 
However, no carry back relief is available. 
Foreign investors have to meet tax liability 
at a lower effective tax rate after allowing for 
permissible deductions. 
Indirect taxes are regressive because 
of the multipl ier effect like a compound 
interest. Western countries have introduced 
Value Added Tax to cope with the multiplier 
effect of indirect tax. In the West, tax is 
collected f rom manufacturers according to the 
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value of specified product. In India, it is 
modif ied in the form of MODVAT. It has 
been introduced in respect of Excise duties on 
certain specified f inal products. Under the 
MODVAT credit can be taken of the Excise 
duty paid on the " inputs" or the 
countervailing duty paid on the import of the 
inputs into India. Countervailing duty is 
additional to custom duty on imports. It is a 
protective tar i f f duty. 
In short, taxation policy has become 
quite liberal over the years since 1991. 
Following table makes comparative analysis of 
India with a few other Asian countries. 
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TABLE 1: COUNTRY-WISE ANALYSIS OF 
TAXATION RATES 0 1997-98 
Count ry Corpo ra te Taxa t i on on 
India 
China 
Korea (South) 
Indonesia 
Thai land 
Domest 
Fore ign 
43% 
33%* 
36.5% 
35% 
30% 
Source: Compiled 
ic 
*Corp 
from 
o ra t i ons 
23% 
20% 
22% 
13% 
18% 
different 
sources. 
* If shows average taxation rates. 
The fo rego ing table makes it evident that 
India is heavily taxed country . There is sti l l 
room to reduce corporate taxa t ion rates 
fu r the r to be compet i t ive with other count r ies . 
A fo re ign investor has to take the ef fect ive 
rates, which Is net of incent ives. 
In successive Finance Act since 1 9 9 1 , 
package of incent ives is provided fo r fore ign 
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investors. Benefits of tax incentives ore 
available when careful tax planning is carried 
out. Foreign investors in India are recognised 
fo avail of low taxation rates on the basis of 
residence. Income of a non-res ident entity is 
not taxable when it is received in foreign 
country and brought to India in foreign 
exchange. The income of a foreign company 
that is incorporated outside India is not 
taxable if the investorOs country has made 
Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement. 
Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement 
is made with 55 countries. There are three 
methods of applying Double Taxation 
Avoidance Agreement ~ Exemption Method, 
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Credit Method and Tax Sparing Method. 
Under the Exemption method, income is wholly 
or partly exempted f rom taxat ion. Under the 
Tax Credit Method, there is a provision to 
allow tax credit for the taxes paid in the 
other country. Under the Tax Sparing Method, 
tax credit is available on certain specific 
incentives. In nutshell. Double Taxation 
Agreement covers the fol lowing areas: 
* Relief in respect of income taxed 
in both countries. 
To avoid double taxation of 
income under the Income Tax Acts of both 
countries, 
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* To exchange information regarding 
evas ion/ avoidance of Income tax in either 
country. 
To recover income tax under 
the Acts of either country. 
The following table summarises the 
taxation policy of the country. 
Table 2: Statement Showing 
Changes in Sources of Tax Revenue 
Items 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 7 - 1 9 9 8 -
91 95 98 99 
(RE) (BE) 
1 2 3 4 5 
Tax Revenue as a percentage of 
Gross Tax Revue 
Direct 19.1 29.2 35.9 31 
Tax 
Indirect 78.9 70.6 63.9 68.8 
Tax Revenue as a percentage of 
Gross Domestic Product 
Direct 1.9 2.6 2.3 
Tax 
Indirect 7.8 6.3 5.8 
Source: Compiled from 
different sources 
2.8 
6.1 
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If Is evident that indirect taxes are 
signif icant in the taxation structure though 
share of this source in Revenue is declining. 
Corporate income tax and the personal 
income tax are less important position though 
the yield f rom this source is increasing. 
CAPITAL MARKET REFORMS: 
Economic liberalisation policy initiated 
reforms in the capital market. The capital 
market has been under the supervision of 
Controller of Issue until the constitution of the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India in 
1992. A mere 300 private f i rms were listed in 
the Stock markets all over the country. Stock 
markets in the country are either associations 
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of group of persons or joint stock companies. 
It is interesting to note that the Bombay 
Stock Exchange is an association. The stock 
exchanges of Delhi and Chennal are the 
registered companies under the Companies 
Act. 
In the pre —liberalisation period, 
Controller of Issue had the powers to fix the 
prices of the issues. The companies did not 
have the freedom to make f inancial decisions. 
The quantum of issue, the ful l report about 
f inancial position used to be fi led by the 
listed companies to the Controller of Issue. It 
led the companies more to rely on 
nationalised f inancial and banking institutions 
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for the purpose of meeting their f inancial 
requirements. The Government also took to 
the f inancial and banking institutions to fu l f i l 
its own needs for additional funds. 
The new economic policy put an end 
to the era of controls, rules and regulations 
In the capital market. A number of 
measures have been initiated to make the 
capital market open and transparent. It 
Includes in the f irst instance incorporation of 
Securities <Sc Exchange Board of India in 1992. 
The Securities Laws (Amendment) Act, 1995, 
has given powers to the SEBI to register and 
regulate market intermediaries including 
custodians, depositories, venture capital funds. 
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credit rating agencies and foreign institutional 
investors. The Depositories Act, 1996, has 
paved the way for establishment of the 
depository and scripless trading system. It 
would be worth taking stock of changes in 
the relevant laws, rules and regulations in 
order to make the capital market open and 
transparent. 
The Securities Contracts (Regulations) Act, 
1956, is the f irst legislation for regulating 
stock exchanges in the country. It was 
enacted for the regulation of stock exchanges 
and all transactions in securities dealt in on 
them. The legislation prevents undesirable 
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speculation. It ensures fa i r dealing to protect 
investors. 
Control over Trading Methods and Practice: 
The Securities Contracts (Regulation) 
Act empowers recognised stock exchanges to 
make rules, bye- laws and regulations to 
provide for matters relating to the stock 
exchanges and trading thereon, e.g., the 
rights, liabilities and obligations of the 
members of the stock exchange, the opening 
and closing of markets and the regulation of 
the hours of trade, the making and 
settlement of contracts, the regulation and 
maintenance of a clearing house, the listing 
of securities, brokerage, arbitrat ion, and all 
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other matters connected with stock exchanges. 
The SCR Act empowers SEBI to make or 
amend bylaws of a recognised stock 
exchange. It gives powers to SEBI to call for 
periodical return and to direct the governing 
board of a stock exchange to make inquires 
with regard to the funct ioning of the stock 
exchange. 
The SCR Act prohibits contracts 
between non —members. The Act also 
prohibits persons f rom carrying on business 
or dealings in securities in any notif ied area 
or state unless they have been granted a 
license in that behalf by SEBI. Besides, 
recognised stock exchanges have been 
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permitted to establish additional trading f loor 
with the prior approval of SEBI. The 
Securities (Amendment) Act, 1995, has allowed 
options trading in securities which was not 
permitted until then. 
The Act is quite liberal for the listing 
of securities on recognised Stock Exchanges. 
There is no statutory obligation that a public 
l imited company should get its shares listed 
on a recognised stock exchange. However, 
every company intending to offer shares or 
debentures to the public by the issue of 
prospectus must make an application to one 
or more recognised stock exchanges for 
" 1 • 1 " permission to list its shares, fai l ing which it 
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has to refund the application money to the 
applicants. The rules made under the 
provisions of the SCR Act provide for 
applications by public l imited companies for 
listing of securities on a recognised stock 
exchange. The Stock exchange will admit the 
securities for listing provided the requirements 
prescribed by the SCR Rules and the Stock 
Exchange's rules, bylaws and regulations are 
complied with. The listing regulations of all 
the recognised stock exchanges are now 
uni form and a company desirous of having 
its shares admitted to off ic ial dealings has to 
observe the requirements stipulated therein. 
For the shares of a company to be listed on 
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a recognised stock exchange, the min imum 
issued capital ot the company should not be 
less than RS, 3 crores ot which a min imum 
ot 25 per cent should have been ottered to 
the public. It is no longer necessary to list 
debts together with the equity. Debts can be 
listed without listing ot equity. 
It is mandatory tor the company to 
register transters except on the ground 
provided under the SCR Act. The company 
may refuse to register t ransfer if the 
instrument of t ransfer is not proper or 
prejudicial to the interest of the company or 
against public interest. 
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Buy—back of Shores: 
The Companies (Amendment , 
Ordinance p romu lga ted on October 3 1 , 1998) 
has empowered compan ies to purchase the i r 
own shares or other spec i f ied secur i t ies. It is 
subject to the regulat ions tha t the SEBI has 
f r a m e d in this behal f . 
Sweat Equity: 
The compan ies engaged in 
i n fo rma t i on technology (IT) Sof tware and IT 
Services have the opt ions to o f fe r to its 
employees sweat equity shares. The sweat 
shares are given to t hem in recogni t ion of 
the i r techn ica l know how or speci f ic 
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contribution to the value addition of the 
products. 
Take —over Regulations: 
The SEBI has amended Substantial 
Acquisitions of Shares and Take-overs 
Regulations, 1997, to raise the creeping limit 
f rom 2 per cent to 5 per cent for all persons 
holding between 15 per cent and 75 per cent 
of a companyDs shares. Acquisition beyond 
the 5 per cent l imit shall mandate an open 
of fer in terms of the regulations. 
Investments by NRIs and PIOs: 
Non-resident Indians and Persons of 
Indian origin have got free access to the 
Indian capital money markets without the prior 
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consent of the Reserve Bank of India. By 
notif ication of the Reserve Banl< of India of 
March 30, 1999, the NRIs and PIOs can 
deposit money in rupee in any bank in India. 
They can buy and sell shares in the stock 
markets in India. They have the right to 
repatriate their capital and income like any 
foreigner who has investments in India. In 
other words, the NRIs and PIOs have the dual 
benefits of their origin, nationality and 
residence. Hopefully, the incentives would go 
a long way in attracting funds of NRIs and 
PIOs, which they are operating with f rom 
Mauritius, 
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Strucfural Reforms of the Capital Market: 
A number of steps have been taken 
to introduce structural reforms and changes 
In the methods and practice of trading on 
the stock markets. A short description of a 
few signif icant changes is given in the 
fol lowing paragraphs: 
Derivative Trading: 
The National Stock Exchange (NSE) 
has initiated necessary steps to introduce 
Stock Index Futures Market to be adopted by 
the derivative exchange. It is regarded as 
the crucial step to regulate volatility in the 
stock markets. 
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Dematerialised Trading: 
The SEBI has in t roduced 
demater ia l ised t rad ing to avoid r isks of bad 
delivery and fake or f o rged shares. The 
fo l low ing table gives a synopt ic view of the 
progress in Demat Trad ing . The table makes it 
evident tha t the Demat Trading is coming up 
as an impor tan t segment of the capi ta l 
marke t . 
Table 3 D 
Statement Showing Progress in 
Demat Trading 
Dec March March Dec. 
1996 1997 1998 1998 
A. Number of 
Companies 
signing 
Agreem 12 40 191 301 
ent 
(i i) Cos. With 
demat 
Facilitie 4 23 171 291 
s 
B. No. 
of 
DPS. 10 24 49 76 
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C. DP 
Locatio 10 24 200 610 
ns 
D. 
Demat 
Quantity 8 22 1763 5057 
E. 
Demat 
Value 2 5 227 702 
DP : Depository Partfcipants 
Source: Compiled from 
different sources. 
Credit Rating: 
The SEBI has made it mandatory for 
every company to get credit rat ing. The 
credit rating is the guidance to investors in 
the f inancial decision —making process. 
Another signif icant development in the 
new issues market is the establishment of the 
Credit Rating &: Information Services of India 
Limited (CRISIL), set up jointly by UTI, ICICI, 
Lie, GIC and the Asian Development Bank. 
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The Investment Intormation &: Credit Rating 
Agency of India (ICRA) is set up by IFCI and 
Credit Analysis and Research Ltd. (CARE) is 
set up by IDBI. 
The primary objective of these credit 
rating agencies is to rate debt obligations of 
Indian companies. The credit rating serves the 
purpose of an index to guide investors. It 
can be assessed as to whether borrowing 
company has the capacity to bear burden of 
timely payment of interest and principal. 
Duff and Phelps Credit Ratings India Private 
Ltd. has also been recently set for credit 
rat ing. The rating is done after taking into 
account various key factors including industry 
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risk, market posit ion, operating efficiency of 
the company, track record of management, 
planning and control systems, accounting 
quality, f inancial f lexibil i ty, profitabil i ty and 
f inancial position of the company, apart f rom 
its liquidity management, asset quality and 
the quality of companyDs credit risk 
management. 
The OTC Exchange of India: 
The OTC Exchange of India (OTCEl) is 
a public l imited company incorporated under 
the provisions of the Companies Act, 1956, 
OTCEl is promoted by the Unit Trust of India, 
the Industrial Credit and Investment 
Corporation of India, the Industrial 
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Development Bank of India, the Industrial 
Finance Corporation of India and others. It is 
a recognised stock exchange under the SCR 
Act. The OTCEI has set up a national, 
automated, screen based and ringless stock 
market. OTCEI helps companies to raise 
f inance f rom the capital market in a cos t -
effective manner. It provides a convenient 
and effective avenue of capital market 
investment for small investors. 
OTCEI is the stock exchange for 
small companies. It does not impose the 
limit of Rs.3 crore of issued capital of the 
companies for listing their stocks on the 
stock market. It does not require the company 
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to of fer 25 per cent of the issued capital to 
the public. It fu l f i ls the need of the small 
companies for an easy access to the capital 
market. OTCEI is the second tier stock market 
to help small companies list their stocks. The 
min imum issued equity share capital of a 
company for eligibility for listing on the OTCEI 
is RS. 30 Lac. 
OTCEI will benefit companies by 
enabling them to obtain a fa i r price of their 
securities. The companies are free to 
negotiate the same securities with the 
sponsors (who are members of the OTCEI). It 
spares them unnecessary issue expenses by 
placing their securities with the sponsors who 
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in tu rn o f f l oad the securi t ies to the publ ic . 
This mechan i sm is now popular ly known as 
bought—out dea l . OTCEI enables the 
compan ies to retain a greater degree of 
managemen t stabi l i ty . It l ists Scripps even 
with 20 per cent of the cap i ta l f o r publ ic 
t r ad ing . 
OTCEI will benef i t investors, as 
investment in s tocks will become easier. 
OTCDs wide computer ised network will be 
spread all over India. It wil l connect stock 
exchange to the ma in f r a m e compu te r of the 
OTCEI. The exchange wil l provide greater 
con f idence as the investor can look up the 
price displayed at each OTCEI compute r 
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counter. The exchange will enable 
transactions to be completed quickly and 
investors can settle the deals across the 
counter. The deals will be settled in a matter 
of days if not earlier. The exchange will 
also provide liquidity to investors, as every 
scrip listed on the OTCEI will have at least 
two market makers that will continuously give 
two —way quotes. 
National Stock Market System: 
National Stock Market System (NSMS) is a 
system designed basically to provide an 
opportunity to an investor in any part of the 
country where NSMS facil i t ies are available to 
trade at the prevailing best market price in 
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any qualif ied security, through an eligible 
member of the NSMS Exchange. 
Mutual Funds: 
Unit Trust of India, (UTI) is the first 
mutual fund in India on the lines of English 
and American mutual funds in. It runs 
several collective investment schemes, the 
1964 scheme being the open ended scheme 
and all other oelng close ended schemes. UTI 
is exempt f rom Income Tax. The monopoly 
of UTI continued till 1987 when the 
Government permitted subsidiaries of public 
sector banks to start mutual funds. The 
profits of these mutual funds are also exempt 
f rom Income Tax. It is now suggested that 
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any company with a good track record after 
obtaining registration with SEBI can promote a 
mutual fund . SEBI has issued detailed 
guidelines to ensure that the trustees, assets 
Management Company and custodian are 
separate entities. 
The SEBI has lately made sweeping 
changes in tKe mutual fund industry. It has 
approved derivative t rading, the NAV 
Committee reports, and norms for venture 
funds and money market mutual funds. 
These changes are geared towards providing 
greater flexibil ity to mutual funds. The 
reforms would revive the mutual fund 
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indust ry , which had been passing th rough a 
rough phase. 
In a bid to e l iminate the prob lem of 
d iscounts on l isted MF schemes, SEBI has 
agreed to relax the mandato ry requi rements 
of immed ia te l ist ing of scheme. All c l o s e d -
ended schemes are o f fe r ing daily cont inuous 
repurchase fac i l i ty to investors. Open ended 
mutua l f u n d schemes ( inc lud ing US —64) have 
also been al lowed l is t ing. 
SEBI has also al lowed issue of 
repurchased uni ts , which will provide l iquidi ty 
to investors and provide incent ive to MPs to 
repurchase units f r o m Investors in large 
quant i t ies . It has also approved the NAV 
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Committee report on standardisation of 
valuation norms, computation of NAV, 
accounting practices and fee structure. The 
investment restrictions on MPs have also been 
eased. Now MF schemes can invest upto 10 
per cent of the capital of a single company, 
which was 5 per cent earlier. The restriction 
on single industry has been removed. MPs can 
now also invest in asset—backed securities, 
like money market instruments and gilt—edged 
securities. SEBI has also decided to raise the 
min imum net worth of Asset Management 
Companies (AMCs) to Rs.10 crore to provide 
for strict entry barriers. The AMCs have also 
been allowed to diversify their activities to 
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manage other f unds like o f fshore f unds , 
venture capi ta l f unds and pension f unds . 
Offshore Funds: 
Until recent ly, cap i ta l marke ts were 
closed to fo re ign investors and the only entry 
avai lable was th rough l isted country f unds . 
Investors in these funds have largely been 
in ternat iona l pension f u n d s , l i fe assurance 
compan ies and ins t i tu t iona l investors. The 
f i rs t f u n d of th is type, the India Fund, was 
launched by the UTI in London in 1986. This 
f u n d of Stg Ster l ing pound 75 mi l l ion was 
succeeded by another , the India Growth Fund 
of 1987, launched in the USA, which 
mobi l ised US 4 60 m i l l i on . The r ights o f fe r 
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of Stg Sterling Pound 41 mill ion made by the 
India Fund in 1988 was fully taken up and 
placed out. Offshore funds are a successful 
inlet of foreign investments. 
The Stock Market Instruments: 
The Indian Stock markets have not yet 
been able to develop a comprehensive range 
of instruments to meet the diverse 
requirements of the investing public. Equities 
continue to be the main stay of the market. 
However, in recent years, convertible 
debentures, which are converted into equities, 
either fully or partly, have become popular. 
Since August 1991, the interest on debentures 
has been completely deregulated. Companies 
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have free hand In f ix ing fhe rate of Interest. 
However, credit rating of all debt instruments 
is compulsory. It applies to public sector 
and the private sector companies both. It 
covers debentures that are fully convertible 
within 18 months at a pre-determined price. 
Companies have floated some quite 
new instruments, e.g., warrants/special 
premium notes attached to non —convertible 
debentures, which give right to a subscriber 
to g«t equity shares at the end of a specified 
period. Zero —interest convertible bonds are 
offered at a discount to compensate for loss 
of interest. The price is low on conversion 
because they are interest free bonds. The 
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new instruments have been well received by 
institutional investors. 
Securities: 
Securities are defined by the SCR as 
debt bonds issued by the public sector 
enterprises. These instruments are popularly 
known as DPSU bondsD. Some of the DPSU 
bondsD are exempt f rom income tax. The 
bonds of the Indian Railway Finance 
Corporation are such instance. The total 
value of PSU bonds issued till 1997 is 
estimated at Rs.5, 21,000 mil l ion. A large 
number of banks and mutual funds trade in 
them. 
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Euro—Issues Sc Global Deposllory Receipts: 
A large number of Indian companies 
are considering the issue of Euro —issues in 
order to f inancing their foreign exchange 
requirements. Initially a few blue chip 
companies ventured to enter the Euro —market, 
viz., Reliance, Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
Grasim Industries, and Essar Gujarat. Several; 
international bankers and f inancial institutions 
have approached those companies to price 
and underwrite their issues. 
Further is the addition of Global 
Depository Receipts which have been availed 
of to enter the Wall Street for meeting foreign 
exchange requirements in terms of US $. 
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Both the Euro —issues and GDRs have been an 
effective means of raising the capital in 
foreign exchange. 
In conclusion, the capital market 
reform is the on —going process of economic 
l iberalisation. These reforms form a strategy 
to attract foreign investors to India. 
Reforms of Non—banking Finance 
Companies: 
Reforms of non —banking f inance 
companies have become necessary due to 
increase in the number of default ing n o n -
banking f inance companies. The investments 
by non —banking f inance companies in land 
have been limited to 10 per cent of the own 
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cap i ta l . The non —banking f i nance companies 
are under the ob l igat ion to make disclosures 
about the i r work ing resul ts, assets and 
l iabi l i t ies to the deposi tors . The step is 
necessary to check ma lp rac t i ce of the n o n -
bank ing f i nance compan ies , The 
un incorpora ted bodies are not al lowed to 
accept deposits f r o m the publ ic except f r o m 
thei r relatives. 
The restr ic t ions on the non —banking 
f i nance compan ies are of far—reaching 
consequences in regula t ing act iv i t ies in the 
f i nance sector. 
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All India Financial Inslilufions: 
All India Financial Inst i tut ions (AlFIs) 
compr ise the Development Financial Inst i tut ions 
( D F I S ) and Investment ins t i tu t ions. The 
Companies (Amendmen t ) Ordinance 
p romu lga ted on October 3 1 , 1998, has 
des ignated the In f ras t ruc ture Development 
Finance Company (IDFC) as a Public Financial 
Inst i tut ion (PFl) There is a th ink ing that the 
d i f fe ren t Development Financial Inst i tut ions 
should be a m a l g a m a t e d to f o r m one Public 
Financial Inst i tu t ion. The object ive is to 
harmonise work ing of the Development 
Financia l Inst i tu t ions. 
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The fol lowing table furnishes facts 
about the progress of All India Financial 
Institutions. The table shows achievements of 
the All —India Finance Corporations and the 
Development Finance Corporations. It is a 
healthy change in the structure of capital 
market to meet demand for long term funds 
for investment. 
Table 4 — Statement Showing 
Assistance By AlFIs (Rs. In 
c ro re ) 
Apri l to 
December 
Inst i tut i 1997 1 9 9 8 -
ons 99 
A Sanct ions 
AlFIs 79939 49373 67667 
*52.8 46.9* 36.9* 
DFIs 70,617 44,563 61917 
58.4* 57.2* 38.9* 
Investm 9322 4989 5913 
ent 
Instituti 20.4* - - 7 . 3 18.5* 
ons 
B 
Disbursements 
AlFIs 51855 32073 36097 
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28.7* 18.5* 12.5* 
DFIs 8614 5297 5909 
20.9* 13.7* 11.6* 
Figures with star 
show change 
Source: Compiled f rom 
d i f fe ren t sources 
MONEY MARKET REEORMS: 
Money market activities have been in 
existence in India tor centuries. Moneylenders 
who extensively f inanced trade and commerce 
carried out tradit ional banking activities. 
Their principal activities included the issue 
and discounting of Hundis and money lending. 
Modern banking originated with the 
arrival of the British in India. The need for 
modern banking was felt in the early 
nineteenth century with the establishment of 
trading f i rms that opened banks in addition 
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to t rading. Indian businessmen established 
banks during the latter half of the nineteenth 
century. These banks comprised joint stock 
companies, 
The comprehensive Banking Regulation 
Act, 1949, provides the framework for 
banking in the country. The Act has been 
amended f rom time to t ime to enable the 
banks to address themselves to new tasks for 
economic development of the country. 
Reserve Bank of India is the Monetary 
Authority to keep banking system healthy and 
vibrant. 
The Act has been amended by the 
Parliament to introduce the concept of Dsocial 
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controlD over banking operations in 1968. Not 
satisfied with the social performance of 
private banks, the Government nationalised all 
major banks later on in 1969. The Banking 
Companies (Acquisition And Transfer of 
Undertakings) Act, 1970, contains provisions 
for the management of the nationalised banks 
with effect f rom July 19, 1969. 
The banking sector is now on the 
threshold of a signif icant restructuring 
process. With the growth in volume and the 
need for greater sophistication in the f inancial 
sector, major policy reforms are being 
init iated. These reforms are aimed at 
removing controls, which have become 
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redundant and aim at making the regulatory 
system stronger in areas, which would support 
orderly growth, greater accountabil ity and 
f inancial stability of the banking industry. The 
emphasis is on proper disclosure in f inancial 
statements, improving capital adequacy and 
making them competit ive. 
The Narsimham Committee has made f a r -
reaching recommendations to improve the 
f inancial and banking sector. These 
recommendations have been accepted by the 
Government in principle and are now In the 
process of being Implemented, Some of the 
key recommendations are: 
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1. Permission to banks to 
raise capital through public issue. 
2. Reduction in Statutory 
Liquidity Ratio and restrictions on its uses. 
Removal of Government involvement in 
operations of banks and the RBI to be the 
only regulating body. 
3. Streamlining of the 
interest rate structure, removal of c ross -
subsidisation arising out of high interest rates 
for industry and low rates for fa rm and food 
sectors. 
Abolition of branch 
licensing and policies on nationalisation of 
banks, 
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5. Permission to foreign 
banks to open branches provided they meet 
min imum capital requirements. 
6. Permission to allow 
the formation of private banks in 
collaboration with foreign banks or as 
subsidiaries of foreign banks. 
The Banking Industry: 
The banking industry is divided into 
two broad categories, commercial banks and 
f inancial institutions. Commercial banks 
primarily meet the working capital 
requirements of industry and mobilise public 
deposits. Financial institutions are largely 
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Government—owned institutions, which provide 
long—term finance to business. 
Commercial Banks: 
Commercial banks comprise both the 
private and the nationalised banks in the 
public sector. Nationalisation of banks in 
1969 resulted in the ownership of all major 
banks by the Government. As a result, 
commercial banking in India experienced a 
radical change. Social banking gained 
paramount importance, often at the expense 
of commercial prudence. Banks became the 
institutions to provide subsidised loans to 
economically underdeveloped sector such as 
agriculture. This was largely achieved by the 
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Government nnaking It mandatory for banks to 
loan a fixed percentage of their total lending 
to the priority sector. Banks were also 
entrusted with the responsibility for 
encouraging small savings by expanding their 
branch network, 
After nationalisation, banks recorded 
impressive growth in terms of branch 
expansion and mobil isation of deposits. 
Accessibility to banking services in small 
towns and rural areas led to quantum jump 
in deposits of the banks, However, 
compulsory branch expansion and social 
lending produced negative results. The quality 
of services and range of services deteriorated. 
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Number of commercially non—viable branches 
increased. The banks accumulated n o n -
performing assets. As a consequence, banks 
showed low profitabil i ty. Huge bad debts 
have been written off. It made nationalised 
banks f inancial ly worse off. On the other 
hand, private banks recorded substantial 
profits, 
Co —operative banks are an important 
part of the banking system in the country. 
Co —operative banks have been operating in 
the country since long with the objective of 
providing credit to wegker sections of the 
society, including small farmers, landless 
workers, artisans and others. There is co — 
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ord inat ion between c o - o p e r a t i v e banl<s and 
commerc ia l banks at all levels ot opera t ion . 
The Government has encouraged growth of 
c o - o p e r a t i v e bank ing in the country . The 
c o - o p e r a t i v e banks have been an ef fect ive 
ins t rument in mob i l i s ing household savings. 
Besides the nat ional ised commerc ia l 
banks , a number of fo re ign banks are 
operat ing in the count ry . The fo re ign banks 
are concent ra ted in the metropol is of Delhi, 
Bombay, Chennai and Calcut ta . The prominent 
fo re ign banks in the country are Ci t ibank, 
Hongkong Bank, Standard Chartered Bank, 
Deutsche Bank and Bank of Amer ica . 
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Foreign banks have been successful 
to grow at a faster rate than the nationalised 
banks. Sophisticated banking services of the 
foreign banks are comparable to any other 
bank in foreign countries. 
Emerging Dimensions of Indian Money 
Market: 
Important steps have been initiated to 
reform money market for investors in the 
country. The reforms ore expected to have 
ameliorating effects on foreign investments. 
The reforms aim at improving liquidity, 
reducing cost of money and regulating the 
supply in tune with changing demand for 
money f rom season to season. Following 
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changes would have far reaching effects on 
foreign investments: 
Introduction of 182 —day Treasury bills, 
inter—bank part icipation, certif icate deposit 
and commercial papers. Permission to NRIs 
and PIOs to open bank account in rupee is 
an important policy decision to increase 
foreign investments in the country. 
Setting up of Discount and Finance House 
as a specialised institution with the purpose 
of developing bill market in the country. 
To bridge the gap between the off ic ial 
and the market rates of interest. The banks 
are free to fix their rates according to the 
demand for and supply of money. 
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Relaxation in the bill rediscount segment 
ot the money market. 
Introduction ot derivatives in bill market 
is an effective measure to encourage foreign 
investments. 
Abolition of stamp duty in case of 
rediscounting of bills is the step in the 
direction for boosting foreign investments. 
Permission to mutual funds and 
subsidiaries to operate in the money market 
is an incentive to undertake foreign 
investment in the country. 
Banks and subsidiaries are now free to 
establish money market mutual funds in the 
country. Maturity and yield are now the main 
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factors that foreign investors can consider for 
investments in the country. 
Variations in Fund Flows 
Of Commercial Banks: 
The commercial banks manage market 
liquidity according to variations in the 
demand. 
Table 5 - Var iat ions in Fund Flow of 
Scheduled 
Commerc ia l (RS 
Banks crore) 
1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 5 - 1 9 9 6 - 1 9 9 7 -
95 96 97 98 
Busy Seasons 
Source 
s: 
Increase In 
Aggregate 18950 36 ,113 48 ,059 62310 
Deposits 
Increase in bor rowings 
t r o m 2952 - 1 3 9 3 - 1 4 0 7 - 2 6 8 
RBI 
Increase in 
other 
bor rowl - 3 599 1 1 1 - 2 3 7 
ngs 
Increase In other 
Demand 
and Time 2 6 3 7 5 6 4 4 6085 9303 
Liabi l i t ies 
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Residual (net 7597 - 5 1 8 2 - 9 0 0 0 - 2 9 3 7 3 
Total 32133 35781 43848 41734 
Uses: 
Increase in 27844 26209 21017 36499 
Bonk Credit 
Increase in 2700 6529 22905 9240 
Investment 
Increase In 
Cash in 
hand 18 - 2 3 9 85 28 
Increase in balances 
with 
RBI 1571 3282 - 1 5 9 - 4 0 3 3 
Total 32133 35781 43848 41734 
Source: Compiled from 
different sources. 
The table substantiates the view that 
- the banks are responding to the demand 
for liquidity in the market. It shows 
resilience of the banking system that has 
become mature enough to compete in the 
global scenario of free economy. 
To sum up, reforms are made in taxation 
policy, structure of the money and capital market, 
rules and regulations to promote foreign 
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investment in the country. Since 1991, incentive 
packages are incorporated in the successive 
Finance Acts. SEBI has been established in 1992 
as an autonomous statutory body with powers to 
regulate intermediaries, depositories and others. 
The development of credit rating agencies, OTCEI, 
National Stock Market System and other 
components will go a long way in creating 
environment conducive to foreign investments in 
India. 
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CHAPTER VII 
INTEGRATED STRATEGY FOR FOREIGN 
INVESTMENTS AND SOCIAL SAFETY NET IN INDIA 
Introduction: 
The study in the foregoing chapter 
highlighted reforms of taxation policy, 
structural changes in the money and capital 
market, relaxation of rules and regulations. 
It is observed that India is still highly taxed 
country in the region. The pace of reforms 
should be accelerated. However, investment 
friendly climate is created by the important 
reforms of taxation policy, structural changes 
in the money and capital market, and 
relaxation in rules and regulations. 
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Nevertheless, the sight should not be 
lost of inequalities that the free economy 
creates ~ recession, inf lat ion and depression. 
The social turmoil takes toll in terms of 
social, political and economic havoc. The 
present chapter is the focus on issues that 
the free economy creates and their resolution 
by establishing safety net through integrated 
approach for foreign investments to be 
productive in India, The study assumes 
signif icance in the light of experience of Asia 
Pacific Rim countries, especially Indonesia. 
It is worth recapitulating that foreign 
investment trends reveal profound impact of 
WTO on the countryDs economic policy. India 
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IS a m ember of WTO commi t t ed to e f fec t 
changes in the d i rect ion of f ree economy. 
The WTO spelt out condi t ions to create 
investment f r iendly env i ronment . The WTO 
treaty incorpora ted provisions fo r the 
protect ion of r ights of investors in t rade, 
f i nance , research and development . The 
restr ict ive contro ls and protect ive t rade pol icies 
have no place in the f ree marke t economy. 
However, the WTO does not provide fo r 
social safety . There is no social safety net to 
develop health services, to deal with 
unemp loyment , hous ing p rob lems, i l l i teracy, 
ignorance , unemp loyment , social equity and 
social jus t i ce . It is the miss ing l ink of the 
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strategy ior encouraging foreign investments 
in India. It underscores the need for 
preparing an integrated plan for boosting the 
foreign investments in the country with a f i rm 
social safety net. 
Objectives of Integrated Strategy: 
Following are the objectives of 
integrated strategy of foreign investments for 
social safety net: 
• Market economy applies 
principle of exclusion In production and 
distribution of goods and services for those 
who have got the purchasing power. A 
healthy society requires distribution of national 
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dividends to the exclusion of none; hence a 
need for the social safety net. 
• Market economy allocates 
resources for production of goods and 
services on the merit of profits and 
profitabil i ty; hence a need for social safety 
net to develop services which are 
indispensable for improvement of qualitative 
contents of l i fe, viz., education, training, 
employment, health services, drinking water, 
cheap dwellings for homeless. 
• Market economy does not 
care for impart ing skill in new vocations; 
hence a need for safety net. 
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• Market economy does not 
care for senior citizens of superannuated age; 
hence a need for social safety net. 
• The free market economy 
does not provide for balanced regional 
development; hence the object of balanced 
regional development by stressing the need 
for social safety net. 
• The foreign investments ore not 
committed to economic stability; hence a need 
for social safety net. 
Strategic Policy for Safety Net: 
The succinct version of objectives 
of integrated strategy for creating strong 
social safety net highlights the problems that 
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may arise in the absence of the Government 
policy. Following problems will overtake the 
economy if foreign investments are not 
integrated into social safety net: 
• The strategic policy should specify 
the process of identifying need for education, 
health care services, training and jobs at the 
grass root level. 
• The policy should specify the 
methods of quantifying the requirements of 
social components. 
• The policy should lay down ground 
rules of administration of social safety net 
work. 
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Integrated approach to safety net is 
in fact the fusion of social and economic 
objectives for the establishment of a 
prosperous society and vibrant economic 
system. In the succeeding paragraphs an 
account of the components of safety net is 
rendered. 
Education: 
It is not surprising that the country 
still has to deal with illiteracy on a vast 
scale. All India average rate of literacy has 
not exceeded 55 per cent mark, though some 
states take the pride of having eradicated 
illiteracy completely, e.g., Kerala, Andhra 
Pradesh and Karnataka. U.P., Bihar and 
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Rajasthan are not so fo r tuna te as to own 
wholly l i terate popu la t ion . The prob lem is 
huge in the nor thern states. 
The Central government has accorded 
Impor tance in its scheme fo r d is t r ibut ion of 
revenue out of Consol idated Fund of India on 
preferent ia l basis to remove the mala ise of 
i l l i teracy. In the f i rs t ins tance, budgetary 
expendi ture on educat ion is not more than 
0.02 per cent of GDP on educa t ion . The 
expendi ture must be increased to at least 6 
per cent of GDP. It comes to Re.0.06 per 
head. It is we l l - es tab l i shed f ac t tha t the 
marg ina l increase in expendi ture on educat ion 
would not be su f f i c ien t to make dent on the 
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stupendous problem of Illiteracy. It Is 
necessary that voluntary organisations should 
come forward with their resources to organise 
camps for spreading literacy in the villages 
and small towns. Education makes the human 
resource productive. Education Is an 
important focus of foreign investments in 
India. It Is one of the reasons that 
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala are 
attracting foreign Investors. 
Health Care Services: 
Health care services are concentrated 
in cities. In other words, 75 per cent of the 
population has to do with little health 
services. According to a report, 1 hospital 
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per 15 lakh of people, 1 doctor per 1000 
people, 1 bed per 6 lakh of people and 1 
p a r a - m e d i c a l s ta f f per 500 people are 
avai lable in the count ry . When cit ies are 
taken out of compu ta t i on of the f i gu re , it 
becomes ins ign i f i can t amoun t of heal th care 
fo r the rural areas. 
Medicines have become costly so 
much so that the average fami l y f i nds costs 
of medic ines too much to a f f o r d . The 
Government has got a case to take measures 
to provide medic ines at reasonable pr ices. 
Voluntary organ isa t ions can play a usefu l role 
in creat ing safety net f o r heal th services f o r 
the weaker sect ion of the society. It is 
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Interesting that Medical Bank system has been 
introduced in West Bengal to take care of the 
sick among the poor localities of Calcutta and 
other pockets of pathetic poverty. Missionary 
work is also known to be working in the area 
of health services. It is not suff icient to let 
the voluntary organisations and the state 
governments alone. The Central Government 
must come forward with its resources to put 
an end to the deaths without medical care in 
the country. Foreign investors cannot be 
Interested In the social activities without some 
In -bu i l t Incentives for Investment In the 
country. 
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The expenditure on health care is 
ReO.10 per head per year. It is around 
0.002 per cent of GDP. The expenditure on 
health services should be raised to reach at 
least 6 per cent of GDP. It makes out a 
case for hiking expenditure on health services, 
which have been neglected for a long t ime. 
Health is an important input to raise 
productivity of labour. It would be a portent 
factor to convince foreign investors to begin 
investing in the country in a big way if the 
workers enjoy health care services to stay 
healthy for a better part of l i fe. 
Drinking Water: 
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Potable water has become a serious 
problem in the country. Lead is 
contaminating water of the pumping sets and 
hand pumps. River water is not safe for 
bathing. It is contaminated with injurious 
chemicals that are washed into the rivers as 
a result of Industrial eff luents. People living 
in the deserts of Rajasthan, or up in the 
mountains of northeastern states of Tripura, 
Meghalaya, Nagaland, Manipur, Assam and 
other dry areas, have to walk long distance 
for water. The cost of drinking water works is 
substantially high. The state governments are 
not able to cope up with the problems alone. 
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The World Bank is funding a few 
projecfs for the provision of safe drinking 
water in some of the south Indian states. 
The sophisticated equipment is used to f ind 
sub —soil water reservoirs and construct 
pumps, wells and ponds for the supply of 
drinking water to the people of the region. 
Egyptian technique is suited to prepare 
underground channels for the supply of 
drinking water in the Thar Desert of 
Rajasthan. The World Bank and the friendly 
nations can join hands to help India overcome 
problem of drinking water in Rajasthan, 
Madhya Pradesh and other regions, 
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A co-ord inated approach should 
involve both the Planning Commission and the 
executive wing of the central and the state 
governments in the preparation of the projects 
and their funding operations. The World Bank 
has now taken out of the ambit of direct 
controls of national government as regards 
funding of any project in developing countries. 
The regional network of the World Bank is 
entrusted with the task of monitoring progress 
of such projects. However, execution of the 
project is the responsibility of national 
government. The World Bank is convinced of 
the countryDs capability to complete the 
engineering works. India is one of the few 
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fortunate developing countries that have a 
vast technical base and the necessary 
infrastructure to undertake the engineering 
works for the provision of drinking water. 
The resources are available within the country 
to complete the project. , The funds to 
mobilise the resources ore not adequate. It 
highlights the need for the aid of the World 
Bank. The regions suffer ing f rom the 
problem of drinking water have potentials for 
the development of hotels and tourism 
industry. It resolves both economic and 
humanitar ian problems if the drinking water 
projects are executed on priority basis. 
Housing: 
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Housing is another gruesome 
humanitar ian problem. It is estimated that 
25 per cent of the people live in shanties, 
slums and on pavements in the metropolis. 
Children of tender age constitute quite a 
substantial chunk of the mega cities in the 
country without a roof over their heads. The 
children are mostly the ones who have been 
deserted by the parents. Added to population 
in urban areas are the immigrants f rom the 
villages and small towns who have left their 
homes and famil ies in search of jobs in 
factories and establishments. 
The population of the people without 
a land and shelter Is nonetheless signif icant 
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part of the rural population. For rural l a n d -
less workers, the government has a scheme 
of distributing surplus land among land —less 
workers. For urban population without shelter, 
the government should think hard of the ways 
and means to provide cheap dwellings. 
The foreign investors are quite 
interested in constructing houses for the 
people without a shelter in cities and other 
areas. To attract foreign investment in the 
segment, the government has a plan to allow 
foreigners to buy land in the country and 
build houses for the people without a roof 
over their heads. It Is yet to be seen as to 
whether the cost of the house would be 
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within the reach of the dwellers of shanties 
and slums. Here the social role would have 
to be played by the corporate sector to 
provide shelter for the famil ies of their 
workers and members of the staff with a 
provision of recovering the cost of the house 
within the period of tenancy. At the end of 
the period, the tenants should be made 
owners of the house and the tenancy 
agreement should automatically lapse. An 
integrated policy for the resolution of housing 
problem would be conducive to foreign 
investments in the country. It would create 
an environment for the development of 
contented and crime —free society. 
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The World Bank is interested to 
provide aid for the construction of cheap 
houses for the people without a shelter at 
their work places. The State and the Central 
government must be able to produce a c o -
ordinated plan to avail of the loans f rom the 
World Bank. 
Infrastructures: 
Infrastructures and social net for 
foreign investment make a country socially 
and economically stable. Development of 
infrastructures guarantees success of 
business. Development of roads, power and 
communicat ion system would go a long way 
to paving the way to resolve the riddle of 
influx of immigrants f rom the rural areas to 
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mega cities in search of job. The speedy 
transportation would obviate the need for 
millions of people to live near their work 
places. They can commute long distances in 
shorter duration if the superhighways are 
constructed connecting big cities to distant 
urban and rural areas. Agricultural sector 
would take care of the industrial and urban 
areas, including the big cities. Supplies of 
vegetables, fruits and the animal products 
would be steady and stable. 
Power and the communicat ion system 
are the important nerves for healthy 
development of the country. Modern 
telecommunication system should be cheap 
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and cost effective. Vast scope exists to 
integrate social net with the foreign 
investment. Impact of both, the power and 
the communicat ion system, would be profound 
on the development of skill and creation of 
jobs for the educated young persons in the 
rural regions. The central and the state 
governments can produce comprehensive plans 
taking into account the f inances and the 
material resources for the development of the 
power and the communicat ion system all over 
the country. The World Bank is willing to 
provide aid for the power projects and the 
telecommunication systems. 
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provide aid for the power projects and the 
telecommunication systems. 
Creation of Jobs as Safety 
Net For Foreign Investments: 
Creation of jobs and low 
unemployment is the indicator of sound and 
stable economic growth. Additional jobs are 
the fuel to strong demand for consumer 
goods and service sectors. The recent 
recession in Asia and Latin American countries 
is set in by drop in employment. The state 
government must resort to deficit f inancing if 
the economy is threatened by burgeoning 
burden of high unemployment. India presents 
a case of high rate of unemployment. An 
investment for creation of adequate amount 
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of jobs is the safety net. The foreign 
investors would feel confident about the safe 
return f rom growing income and demand. 
It is true that, under the constitution, 
the state is responsible for jobs. It is also a 
fact that states are put in strait conditions of 
inadequate resources to do the feat of job 
for every able bodied person in the country. 
Central and the state government should join 
hands together to encourage self —employment 
in the tiny sector and cottage industries. 
Financial and banking institutions should be 
persuaded to part with some specific amount 
of their profits for social Investment to create 
jobs after a short term of training in the 
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chosen vocation. It would be an integrated 
approach to have social safety, economic 
diversification and healthy environment for 
foreign investments in the country. 
Experience of Asia Pacific Rim Countries: 
It transpires f rom the experience of 
Asia Pacific Rim countries that safety net is 
the bulwark to meet any contingency that may 
overtake the economy. Citing the example of 
Indonesia that is still passing through terrif ic 
t rauma of social upheaval at the heals of 
unprecedented inf lat ion. It is a stark case of 
the contemporary history that proves the 
desirability of safety net. All the events 
culminat ing into economic chaos are the 
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results of high rate of il l iteracy, absence of 
education and training to take up new jobs 
and vocations and inadequate provision of 
essential commodit ies for the masses. 
Unemployment and inf lat ion made the foreign 
investors to disinvest their capital . The 
Indonesian currency came under high 
pressure. Even steep devaluation to the tune 
of $/Rupia 1500 and above could not rescue 
decline in the value of the currency. As a 
matter of fact , the $ was accepted as the 
currency for accounting and pricing of the 
products In Indonesia. Had there been strong 
safety net to take care of employment, food. 
medicine and education, there would not hove 
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been the upheaval of the kind that took place 
in Indonesia. 
In contrast with Indonesia, India was 
able to steer through the worse phase of 
f inancial problems in 1989 when the country 
had to pledge monetary reserves in London to 
get foreign exchange to meet its obligations 
to pay interest and repay loans. The country 
did overcome the f inancial problem of 
external debts without a pinch of social 
disorder. The safety net was strong enough 
to wither the economic setbacks. Foreign 
investors did not reveal apprehension about 
the inability of Indian economy to get over 
the problem of foreign reserves. It does not 
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mean that social net should not be 
s t rengthened, High rate of unemployment 
cal ls f o r the safety net to create new jobs 
fo r mi l l ions of unemployed . 
In conc lus ion , social net is the 
bu lwark to make the fo re ign investments 
product ive fo r economic development . The 
economic l ibera l isat ion would not be benef ic ia l 
to the host country wi thout a social net. It 
must incorporate a comprehens ive policy f o r 
emp loyment , educa t ion , techn ica l t r a in ing , 
provision of health services, d r ink ing water, 
houses fo r the homeless, steady and stable 
suppl ies of goods of mass consump t i on . The 
free economy takes of f when in tegrated 
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approach is made to safety net for foreign 
investments in the country. In crux, market 
creates inequalities that the social safety net 
removes. The s^udy in ihe nex^ chapter 
comments on prospects of foreign investments 
in India in the wake of policy of economic 
liberalisation, 
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CHAPTER VIII 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT PROSPECTS AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA 
Introduction: 
The study in the last chapter provided 
just i f icat ion for the creation of safety net as 
an integral part of the free economy, Asia 
Pacific Rim countries have experienced f l ight 
of the capital in the wake of social and 
political turmoi l . Safety net is the device to 
deal with inequalities that the free economy 
creates. Economic liberalisation has opened 
vast vista for foreign investments in India. 
The new economic policy has moved further 
to make structural changes in the economy. 
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The reforms are made for creafing investment 
friendly environment In the country. It Is 
moving In the direction of a Dtransparent and 
accountable economyD. 
The present chapter explores prospects of 
foreign Investments in the country. The study 
examines basic elements of Indian economy. 
Foreign investors exude confidence in the 
strength of Indian economy. Following ore 
the highlights of economic trappings that 
promise good prospects for foreign 
investments In the future. 
Natural Endowments 
Human Resource Development 
Savings and Investment 
Market Potentials 
Foreign Trade Prospects 
Technological Base 
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• Social safety net. 
• Development of Infrastructures. 
• Business Environment. 
Natural Endowments: 
The country has abundant natural 
resources. Total area of the country is 3.3 
mill ion square kilometre. The country has 
land frontiers of 15200 kms with Pakistan 
and Bangladesh. The total expanse of the 
coastline Is about 7500 kms. The country 
has three main geographical divisions: the 
Himalayas, the great Gangetic plains and the 
Deccan plateau. The Himalayas seal off the 
country in the north f rom rest of Asia, f rom 
Cambay Gulf down to Cape Comorin runs the 
Western Ghats. The valley of IrrawadI and 
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Sittang rivers separates the high mountains of 
Mayanamar. The country has huge deposits of 
iron ore, mica, coal, bauxite, silica and other 
important minerals. The Himalayas and the 
Western Ghats have vast expanse of forests 
that are safe havens for wild l i fe. There are 
large number of perennial rivers that flow 
across the Gangetic plains and the Western 
and the Eastern Ghats. The country has been 
able to develop hydro electric power system 
along the "banks of the great rivers of the 
country. The nuclear power system is a 
signif icant addition to the capability of the 
country to generate power. 
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Punjab and Kashmir presents contrasts to 
the arid land of Rajasthan that is part of the 
lower Indus plain. Punjab is very fertile and 
Kashmir is the valley in the Himalayas that is 
covered with snow perpetually. Some districts 
of the State are known as the roof of the 
world. The rivers and its tr ibutaries, which 
rise close to the eastward f lowing Brahmputra, 
intersect the area. 
The rich alluvial plains, vast 
forests in the Himalayas and the Western 
Ghats, the huge deposits of minerals and the 
water resources are the basics of the 
countryDs potentials to become an economic 
giant. 
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Human Resource Development: 
India Is the second largest country 
In the world that has 98 crore population, 
approximately 20 per cent of the world. Of 
the total population, 40 per cent Qre the 
working force consisting of 20 per cent of 
the skilled workers. In real sense, India is 
ahead of China and other Asian countries in 
terms of the numerical strength of the skilled 
workers. Foreign investors do not have to 
spend much on the development of skilled 
working force. India Is fast developing into a 
cyber country. It offers vast opportunities to 
foreign Investors to make good investments in 
the country In the future. 
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Notional Income, Savings, Investment 
And Capital Formation: 
The fol lowing table depicts the 
basics of the national economy. The country 
has registered 5.8 per cent growth in the GNP 
and 5.9 per cent growth in GDP during 1 9 9 8 -
99. 
Table 1: Statement showing 
Economic Growth 
Items Units 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 5 - 1 9 9 8 -
91 96 99 
Notional Income 
(at 1980-81 Rs.crore 1,86,46 2,67,30 2,80,12 
prices) 0 0 5 
Per capita 
Income 
(at 1980-81 Rupees 2,197 2,573 2,800 
prices) 
Per capita Consumption 1,860 1,954 2,050 
Expenditure in RS. 
Gross Domestic Savings 
(as per 
GDP) 
Rate ot 
Investment 
cent of 
Per 
i cent 
Source: Com pi led 
d i f f e ren t sources. 
24 
27 
f r om 
26 
27 
26 
27 
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The growth rate is higher than that for 
1997 — 98, i.e., 5,1 per cent. However, it has 
been less than the growth rate obtained in 
1995 -96 , viz., 7.8 per cent. 
The per capita income has risen f rom 
Rs.2197 in 1990-91 to RS. 2,800 in 1 9 9 8 -
99. It has contributed to higher consumption 
expenditure f rom RS. 1,860 to RS. 2,050 
during the corresponding period. 
The Gross domestic savings have gone up 
f rom 24 per cent in 1990-91 to 26 per cent 
of GDP in 1998 -99 . 
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Nevertheless, there is no change in the 
rate of investment. It is constant at 27 per 
cent for the period 1990-91 and 1998-99 . 
Domestic Capital format ion has gone up 
by 3 per cent of the GDP in 1997 -98 , which 
is less than the previous growth in capital 
format ion. The slide down in the growth 
rates in capital formation is the effect of 
recession in Southeast Asian countries. 
The foreign investors are confident of the 
performance of the economy in the years to 
come. Their conviction is just i f ied because 
the basics of the economy are very strong. 
Market Potentials: 
Determinants of market forces are the 
demand and supply forces exerting themselves 
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on the price line. The price index below 
shows a remarkable declining trend, It 
promises to raise the real gains tor the 
toreign investors. 
Table 2 - Price Index (Base year 
Wholesale 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 ) 
Year Primary Manufactures All 
Weight % 
1 9 9 0 -
91 
1994 -
95 
1 9 9 7 -
98 
P roducts 
42.6 
196 
292 
348 
57.4 
190 
281 
322 
Commo 
dities 
100 
191.8 
285 
337 
Source: Compiled f rom 
d i f fe ren t sources. 
The table shows 5 per cent of annual 
increase in wholesale price at an annual rate. 
It is a normal rate of increase in the 
wholesale prices. The manufactures have to 
account for a larger part of the increase. 
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The fo re ign investors have the conf idence in 
the matur i ty of wholesale marke t of the 
country . 
Table 3 — Consumer Price 
Index 
Year 
1 9 9 0 -
91 
1 9 9 4 -
95 
1 9 9 7 -
98 
Numbers 
Industrial 
Workers 
(Base 
1982=100 ) 
T95 
279 
366 
Urban 
— 
manual 
employees 
Base 1984 -
85=100) 
161 
232 
302 
Agricultural 
Labour 
Base 1986-
87=100) 
803 @ 
1204@ 
267 @ 
The 
Source: Compiled from 
different sources. 
Note: @ Base 1 9 6 0 -
61 
annua l increase in consumer price 
index dur ing the cor respond ing per iod has 
been around 5 per cent to 7% on average. 
The consumer pr ice index numbers 
substant ia tes the wholesale price index. The 
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foreign investors have ful l confidence to 
realise higher real gains f rom their investment 
in the country. The economy has sound 
strength to develop at a steady pace. In t ruth, 
the country has experienced deceleration in 
inf lat ion f rom double digit in eighties to a 
single digit throughout the current decade, 
around 5 per cent in 1998 — 99. 
Foreign Trade: 
Economic liberalisation has shown 
good results in terms of expansion in volume 
of trade, terms of trade and net income f rom 
foreign trade. The foreign investors are sure 
of making the best of opportunities to exploit 
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markets in the Central Asia, Middle East, 
South and Southeast Asia. 
The analysis is presented in the 
fol lowing tables to highlight opportunities of 
higher income f rom investments in the 
country. The table depicts a slackening trend 
in the foreign trade and foreign earnings. 
TABLE 4 a TRENDS IN 
FOREIGN TRADE 
(Base 1 9 7 9 -
8 0 = 1 0 0 ) 
Year Volume, of Terms of 
Trade Trade 
Exports Imports Gross Net Income 
1990 - 194.1 237.7 122.5 109.3 212.2 
91 
1 9 9 4 - 292.7 408.3 139.5 152.4 446 
95 
1 9 9 7 - 421 523 123 125 512.1 
98 
Decline in foreign trade is attributed 
to the general recessionary trend in the 
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exports of major items to South Asia and 
Europe. 
Technological Base: 
The technological base of the country 
is strong to support development of the 
economy, India is exporting turnkey 
projects to other countries, particularly in 
town planning and construction works. 
India is exporting heavy machines and 
several other capital goods to a number 
of Afro—Asian countries. Foreign investors 
have the confidence to take full 
advantage of the technology of the 
country to produce goods at low cost. It 
would place the foreign investors in 
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advantageous position in the global 
market. 
Social Safety Net 
The country has made substantial 
investment to build a strong social satety 
net for the growth of healthy society. 
The foreign investments realise the 
signif icance of social safety net in long 
term perspective. It is an asset to the 
business community to work in a peaceful 
and healthy society, free f rom strains and 
str i fe. The fol lowing table gives an 
insight into the social safety net. 
Table 5 — Central Government Expenditure 
(Plan and N o n - P l a n ) 
On Social Rs.Cror 
Safety Net e 
Items 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 5 - 1 9 9 7 - 1 9 9 8 -
91 96 98 99 
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Social Services, 
Rural 
Development 
Basic Min. 8,058 18,240 24,714 30809 
Services 
As % of GDP 
at 
Current Market 18.1 14.6 15 15.1 
Prices 
As % of Total 7.7 10.2 10.5 1 1.5 
Exp. 
Source: Compiled from 
different sources. 
Plan expenditure constitutes 12 per cent 
of the total expenditure, and 15 per cent of 
the GDP. It cannot be held as adequate 
allocation of funds to develop the social 
safety net. The country is lagging behind 
other South Asian countries in the provision of 
health services, education, houses, and 
drinking water. The plans should encompass 
total eradication of inequalities of the free 
market economy. The foreign investors at 
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least have fai th in the continuity of the 
programme for the development of social 
safety net. 
Development of Infrastructures: 
Infrastructures play key role in the 
stable and balanced growth of a region. 
Benefits of development percolate down when 
the regions are well connected by 
transportat ion, communicat ion and get 
adequate power supply. The following table 
gives a glimpse in the development of 
infrastructures in the country. 
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Table 6 — Development of 
In f ras t ruc tures 
Amount RS. 
Crore 
1 9 9 2 - 1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 7 - 1 9 9 8 -
93 95 9 8 - 99 
Actual Actual RE BE 
Energy 20,289 27,482 30568. 30081 
5 
Tronspo 10,663 12,097 18,640 16,186 
Com. 5150 7,274 11,144 14,878 
Source: Compi led f r om 
d i f fe ren t sources 
Power sector has got top priority in the 
notional agendo, followed by transportation 
and communicat ion. Foreign investors con 
visualise that the bottlenecks would no longer 
exist in the country with the accelerated 
development of the core sector. 
Business Environment: 
Foreign investors keenly watch the 
business environment. The prospects ore 
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affected by changes in trade, industr ial, 
market ing, f iscal and monetary policies. n 
other words, the economic policy should give 
good signals to foreign investors. The country 
has taken a number of measures to relax 
rules and regulations for creating a congenial 
environment for foreign investors. 
In trade, the government has adopted 
liberal attitude for the growth of foreign 
trade. The customs and excise duties have 
been slashed. They are being made 
comparable to other countries. 
Industrial policy has become liberal 
with the delicensing of almost all the sectors, 
with the exception of a few sectors of key 
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strategic importance. Further, foreign 
investors are free to hold majority 
stockholdings. 
The money and capital markets have 
been reformed to enable FIIS, Mutual Funds 
and their subsidiaries to operate in capital 
and money market. The business houses hove 
a free hand in f ix ing the prices and taking 
f inancial decisions about the new issues. The 
banking and f inancial institutions do not have 
to take the prior approval of the Reserve 
Bank in f ix ing the interest rates. 
Key changes have been made to 
enlarge business volume and value of the 
Scripps for transactions on the stock 
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exchanges. The stock exchanges can be 
f o r m e d as jo in t stock compan ies provided they 
abide by the rules and regulat ions of the 
SEBI 
These re fo rms have taken place in the 
s t ructure of the capi ta l and the money 
marke ts . The Companies (Amendmen t 
Ordinance October 3 1 , 1998) al lows compan ies 
to buy back the i r own shares subject to 
regulat ions laid down by SEBI. 
OTCEI Is the latest addi t ion to the capi ta l 
marke t . It has in t roduced scr lpless 
t ransac t ions on the screen. Of fshore bank ing 
is coming up with new prospects of tapp ing 
savings and investments in the fo re ign money 
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marke t . The fo re ign investors have the 
services of Indian bank ing services at the i r 
doorstep. 
Fiscal policy has reduced the taxat ion 
rate substant ia l ly besides the advantage of 
Double Taxat ion Avoidance Agreements with a 
large number of count r ies . 
The fo l low ing table fu rn ishes a birdDs 
eye view about the f i nanc ia l sector. 
Table 7 - PRIMARY ISSUES 
LAUNCHED 
Type 1 9 9 7 - 1 9 9 8 -
of 98 99 
Issues No. Amount No. Amount 
Rs.Cr. Rs.Crore 
Public 62 23 
2862 3519 
Rights 49 18 
1708 410 
Total 111 41 
4570 3929 
(Debt) 14 12 
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2689 3224 
(Equity) 97 29 
1881 705 
Source: Compi led f rom 
d i f fe ren t sources 
Table reveals increase in equity issue in 
spite of adverse change in Pacific Asia. 
The reforms in the money market have 
produced positive working results in the banking 
industry. Table 8 below reveals that the public 
sector banks and the private banks (New) have 
shown positive working results. Net profit of the 
public sector constitutes an increase of 60 per 
cent over the previous year. It is heartening that 
the public sector banks are becoming more 
competitive than the other private is and the 
foreign banks. Actually, the foreign banks have 
incurred losses. Their profits have turned into 
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losses after provisions and contingencies. In real 
sense, it is notional loss. The profit of the 
foreign banks, before provisions and contingencies. 
is RS. 512 crore. The provisions and 
contingencies exceed the profit by the amount of 
the net loss, i.e., RS. 36 Crore. 
Table 
Workin 
S u b -
Group 
Public 
Private 
Private 
Foreign 
Total 
Source 
8 D Statement S 
g Result; 
Schedu 
! of 
led 
Commerc ia l 
Banks 
(RS. 
Or. 
Prof i t 
Sector 
(Old) 
(New) 
1 
: Compil 
Operati 
ng 
Prof i ts 
1,376 
242 
253 
512 
2304 
ed f rom 
d i f fe ren t sources 
howing 
( 1 9 9 6 -
97 & 
1 9 9 7 -
9) 
Provisi 
OPS 
a n d 
RS. 
Crore 
Net 
Prof i t 
contingencies 
- 4 9 9 
206 
134 
542 
3 5 0 
1875 
37 
119 
- 3 6 
1095 
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The table establishes the fact that the 
country has sound commercial banking 
industry. Commercial banks have succeeded 
to give good working results. It is interesting 
to note that the banks have reduced n o n -
performing assets. 
In short, there are sound prospects for 
the growth of foreign investments in the 
country. It is believed that by the turn of 
the new mil lennium India would emerge as a 
giant economic power in the region. The 
confidence in economic strength is supported 
by the bountiful endowments of natural 
resources ~ forests, ferti le plains, perennial 
rivers, minerals and long coastline with rich 
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marine products. India is far ahead of other 
countries in the region in skilled labour and 
the technical institutes for development of 
ski l l . The widespread banking system in the 
country ensures mobil isation of savings for 
productive use in business. The domestic 
savings and investments as a percentage of 
GDP are in the range of 23 per cent and 33 
per cent respectively. Vast market, growing 
demand for non- t rad i t ional products in 
foreign markets and sound technological base 
have refreshing impact on foreign investors to 
make long term investments in India. Liberal 
economic policy has assigned top priority to 
the development of infrastructures and public 
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utilities for better social l i fe. Relaxation In 
rules and regulations has created congenial 
business environment. Powers of governance 
are exercised by autonomous regulatory 
bodies, on which the members of the 
executive councils represent diverse interests 
of investors. Execution of Disinvestment policy 
highlights sincerity on the part of the 
Government to implement all the conditions of 
free economy. In short, the business houses 
without any fear of government interference 
will take business decisions. India offers good 
prospects for lucrative Investment In the 
country. 
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The forthcoming chapter sums up the 
study with suggestions to solve the problems 
of foreign investments in the country. 
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CHAPTER IX 
FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS 
The present thesis, Economic Liberalizaflon 
and Trends In Fa reign Investments in India, 
focuses on f inancial l iberalization. An 
overview of economic liberalization may be 
stated as an era of an economy without state 
monopoly, restrictive rules and regulations. 
World Trade Organisation identifies three 
major sectors for establishment of free 
economy ~ it is agriculture, manufacture and 
trade that should be free for foreign 
investments. India is a member of WTO. 
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Commitment of the country to economic 
liberalisation is unquestionable, f i rm and 
definite. The country has gone ahead with 
reforms in f iscal policy, monetary policy, trade 
and industrial policy. Structural reforms have 
followed the changes in rules and regulations. 
Fiscal policy has pursued the aim of 
simplifying procedure, reducing tax rates and 
widening the tax base. As a result of the 
procedural reforms, revenue f rom taxes has 
risen several times over. It has strengthened 
the belief that f iscal reforms are moving in 
the right direction. 
Foreign investors used to complain about 
high rates of taxes in the country in 
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comparison to Malaysia, Korea, Taiwan, 
Singapore and other countries in the region ~ 
the average tax rate in South East Asia is 20 
percent as against 40 per cent in India. 
India has been at a disadvantage in terms of 
foreign investments due to harsh taxation 
policy. However, the current f iscal policy has 
incorporated a large number of f iscal 
incentives to reduce the tax burden ~ it Is 
true that proper tax planning can reduce tax 
liability to 12 per cent. The f iscal policy is 
alive to the fact that taxes are a deterrent in 
the way of foreign investments. The fiscal 
policy has taken note of the effects of 
indirect taxes. Incorporating MODVAT as a 
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substitute for VAT (the Value Added Tax) has 
reformed the tax structure. VAT and MODVAT 
are not in vogue anywhere in developing 
countries. It is very sophisticated taxation 
system to minimise impact of taxes on the 
economy. India has taken lead by introducing 
MODVAT. Multiple taxation system has been 
replaced by the single point tax ~ MODVAT is 
the single point tax. Foreign investors enjoy 
relief under Double Tax Avoidance Treaty. 
Under the treaty, ful l rebate is available to 
foreign investors for payment of taxes in the 
country of origin of earnings ~ the foreigners 
do not have to pay tax in India for income 
receipts on which tax has been paid in 
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foreign countries where the income has been 
earned. India has entered into the Double 
Tax Avoidance Treaty with a number of 
countries. 
Taxation policy has incorporated incentives 
for developmental investments by foreign 
investors. Absence of incentives used to be 
cited as a patent case of negative taxation 
policy for development. The Finance Act has 
not maintained any distinction between 
consumption expenditure and capital 
expenditure of the corporate sector. It left 
corporate sector totally dependent on external 
funds and borrowings f rom the f inancial 
Institutions. The vital source of growth of the 
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corporate became deleter ious fo r surv ival . 
The fo re ign investors were less keen to invest 
in India in the face of negative taxat ion 
pol icy. The economic re fo rms made drast ic 
changes in the Finance Acts since the 
Incept ion of economic l ibera l isa t ion . The 
taxat ion policy ma in ta ins d is t inct ion between 
product ive investments and wastefu l 
expendi ture by prov id ing st rong rebates and 
concessions fo r corporate savings and 
product ive Investments. In a few words, the 
jus t i f i ca t ion fo r f i sca l re fo rms lies in growth . 
Economic growth and the tax buoyancy are 
comp lementa ry to each other. Right m ix ing 
of base and rote are basic to buoyancy. 
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Fiscal reform is moving in the direction of 
judicious mixing of base and rate to make 
the taxation system buoyant. 
Fiscal policy has come under scathing 
attack for f iscal deficits. The obvious 
conclusion of unabated fiscal deficit is a red 
signal to foreign investors. The investors 
become apprehensive about the erosion of 
strength of the economy in terms of loss of 
purchasing power. A number of empirical 
studies have shown that f iscal deficit is 
f inanced by the credit creation. It pumps 
credit money into the economy, which 
unleashes inflat ionary forces. The weakening 
economy is less attractive to foreign investors 
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as much as to the domestic investors. The 
real task before the taxation policy is to 
reduce fiscal deficits. The real options before 
the Fiscal Authority are di f f icul t to implement 
~ withdrawal of subsidies, reduction In 
budgetary expenditure on social overheads and 
public util it ies. The options are not easy to 
exercise without evoking protests. A 
democratic government can ill af ford popular 
discord of Its policies. Whenever, the Fiscal 
Authority reduces subsidies, hikes prices of 
crit ical inputs of the Industrial sector and the 
agricultural sector. It faces stiff resistance. 
The ultimate burden is manifold over when it 
comes to rest f inally on the consumers. 
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Nevertheless, the decision to end t isccl 
deficits cannot be kept in abeyance. The 
Fiscal Authority has started moving in the 
right direction of graduated decrease in f iscal 
deficits, which is estimated to be 5 per cent 
of GDP in the current budget for 1999 -
2000. 
It is interesting to note that reduction in 
the f iscal budget has not shown decrease in 
the government expenditure. On the other 
hand, the government expenditure has 
continued to grow faster than the incremental 
growth in the GDP. An economist would not 
hesitate to observe that the economy would 
land in f iscal mess as a consequence of 
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nat ional d issav ings. The dissaving is tak ing 
place in the publ ic enterpr ises, which are 
selected fo r Dis investment. The best course 
fo r the state is to borrow like an ind iv idual in 
the capi ta l marke t and the money marke t . It 
runs counter to the cur rent pract ice to resort 
to overdraf ts f r o m the Reserve Bank. The 
Fiscal Author i ty has come to agree with the 
Monetary Author i ty to cap the overdraf ts by 
the State governments . It is sad that the 
pol i t ical ends supersede economic exigencies. 
The f isca l policy must not waver between 
pol i t ical and economic pr ior i t ies. The 
object ives of the f i sca l policy should be plain 
and c lear ~ the investors can take heart 
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f rom the economic agenda of political parties 
that emphasise continuation of f iscal reforms 
for the establishment of free economy. 
The foreign investors are keenly observing 
impact of f iscal reforms on the distribution of 
income and income elasticity of demand. 
Numerically speaking, 40 per cent of the 
population is below poverty line ~ poorest of 
the poor. Upper class constitutes 1 per cent, 
upper middle class is just 10 per cent, lower 
middle class comprises 12 per cent, and the 
low —income group is 47 per cent. Low-
income group is the class of poor above the 
poverty line. Together the poor are 87 per 
cent of the population. The income pattern 
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calls for redefinition of priorities in fiscal 
policies with an emphasis on development of 
labour intensive projects in the private sector. 
The fiscal policy has to rely for income more 
on direct taxes than on indirect taxes. The 
democratically elected government for the 
growth of a healthy community should take 
care of the masses. 
Economic liberalisation led to reforms in 
the monetary policy. The main objective of 
the monetary policy reform is the 
establishment of a strong f inancial system in 
the country. It is reassuring to foreign 
investors that Investment In the country Is 
safe when It has strong f inancial sector. The 
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f i nanc ia l s t rength of a nat ion lies in the 
fo re ign reserves, fo re ign earn ings, stable 
exchange rate, low interest rate and stable 
prices of the secur i t ies on the stock marke t . 
In the domest ic a rena, monetary author i ty has 
to keep watch over the money supply. The 
golden pr inc ip le of monetary managemen t is 
to let demand chase the supply of money. 
The cruc ia l segment of the economy is 
business that consumes most of the supply of 
money. In short , the supply of money should 
respond to the changes in the demand . 
However, the f i nanc ia l sector cannot stay 
passive to marke t in terp lay. The f inanc ia l 
sector should behave responsibly in respect of 
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execution of credit policy. The Reserve Bank 
of India has transferred necessary powers to 
the banks and the f inancial institutions in 
respect of credit policy decisions ~ the 
lending and the borrowing rates, selection of 
securities for portfolio assets, quantum of 
investment in portfolio are decided by banks 
and f inancial institutions themselves. 
Nevertheless, the Reserve Bank enjoys powers 
to govern the f inancial sector. It decides 
statutory reserve ratios, undertakes open 
market operations, and monitors overall 
performance of the f inancial sector. 
The Reserve Bank of India has slashed 
the statutory reserve ratios several times since 
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the introduction ot econonnic l iberalisation. 
For instance, the Statutory Liquidity Ratio has 
been reduced to the current 12 per cent ~ it 
represents reduction ot 3 per cent in the last 
3 years. The Reserve Bank ot India has 
reduced the Cash Reserve Ratio to 10 per 
cent it shows a decline ot 5 per cent 
since 1991. The Bank Rate is 5 per cent ~ 
it shows a total reduction ot 3 per cent since 
the inception of the economic l iberalisation. 
It has an obvious impact on the expansion of 
liquidity of the banks and other f inancial 
institutions. The main objective of monetary 
policy is to reduce cost of funds for 
investments. 
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The monetary policy Is f i ne - tuned to 
economic l iberalisation. The Banking 
Regulation Act has been amended to recognise 
the right of the banks to operate in a free 
environment. The Act has been amended to 
allow the commercial banks to operate in the 
money market, decide their credit policy and 
take up any type of securities according to 
the dictates of f inance market. The Act 
allows mergers, take —overs, consolidations and 
expansion of branch net work without a 
licence for every new branch. The only ride 
is the capital adequacy norm. The long 
investment of a bank should be wel l -def ined 
ratio of capital to investments. It acts as a 
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safety cushion to absorb shock of bizarre 
f inancial sector. However, care has been 
taken that the provision of capital adequacy 
does not impinge upon the normal funct ioning 
of the commercial banks. The banks are 
free to establish subsidiaries for asset 
management, mutual funds and for overseas 
operations. Further the banks are free to 
raise funds in the capital market by issuing 
shares and bonds. Further, the amended Act 
permits private banks to operate in the 
banking sector. The banking industry is no 
longer exclusive zone of the State. 
The banks fix borrowing and lending 
rates in tune with rate of interest obtainable 
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on the bonds of f irst class corporations. The 
change in the rate, yield and value of bond 
is quoted in the stock market. The banks 
adjust their lending rates to it. Adjustment 
takes place on average basis in the entire 
borrowing structure of the interest rates. 
The corporations are no longer dependent 
on banks and f inancial institutions for funds. 
There is perceptible decline in the loans to 
the corporate sector. The corporate sector is 
getting suff icient funds f rom the money and 
the capital market through the instrumentality 
of short dated and long dated Scripps. The 
reform of the money market has led the 
corporations to follow the best rules of 
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f inancing. Safety, cost, return and liquidity 
ore the prime considerations in f inancing 
decisions of the corporations. The mortgaging, 
liens and strict schedule of payments and 
repayments and appointment of nominees on 
the board were enough irksome for the 
borrowing corporations before monetary 
reforms. It is no longer necessary when 
investors supply funds to the corporations. 
The capital structure can be adjusted to the 
changes in the business environment. 
Convertible bonds have all the advantages of 
equity shares without undermining the interest 
of existing equity holders they are 
interested in raising funds without sacrif icing 
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control over management. This what the 
convertible pertorms: safety in terms of 
regular income to investors, liquidity because 
their value is constant for fairly long period. 
The management prefers to issue convertible 
bonds because the management has the right 
to substitute them for equity share at an 
opportune t ime. The equity debt ratio is 
restored as a measure to safeguard the value 
of the f i rm . Convertible bonds were unheard 
of in the country before economic 
l iberalisation. Another new type of scrip is 
deep discount bond, which shows net present 
value of the bond. For instance, a 5 —year 
deep discounts bond, of RS. 1,000 may be 
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issued for Rs.800. It shows net present of 
Rs.800 at Rs.1000. The investors would gain 
f rom the cost of funds less than the 
marginal rate of net present value addition ~ 
borrowings by investors f rom the f inancial 
institutions at any rate less than 25 per cent 
would be beneficial. The deep discount 
bonds are becoming popular with the investors 
because cost, return and risks are definite. 
The deep discount bonds are also popular 
with the corporations because the deep 
discount becomes the internal rate of return 
for the evaluation of project f inancing. Any 
project that promises to yield a return more 
than the deep discount is acceptable for 
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f inancing. The projects with a higher return 
actually add to the value of the corporations. 
It explains the growing tendency among 
corporations to issue deep discount bonds for 
the investors to subscribe to, 
In short, the money market and the 
capital market both are responding well to the 
emerging free f inancial market. The reforms 
are equally f raught with the dangers of 
creating chaotic conditions in the economy 
without proper administrative mechanism. The 
economic reforms have, of course, smooth 
sailing towards the end of liberalising 
f inancial sector. However, every care is taken 
that the f inancial l iberalisation does not 
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produce deleterious effects. Structural reforms 
hove followed at the heal of the economic 
reforms. The f irst few months of economic 
liberalisation are eye openers to f ind different 
types scams that have been committed. It Is 
really heartening that the scams were not 
institutionalised. All the efforts have gone 
into plugging the loopholes in the f inancial 
structure. In the f irst instance, the regulatory 
body has come into existence \o take care of 
the working of the constituents of the money 
and the capital market. Security Exchange 
Board of India has been established in 1992 
as an autonomous body for the regulation of 
the capital market. Its purview encompasses 
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regulation of the activities of all the stock 
exchanges; intermediaries, brokers; depositories 
and others associated with the capital market 
operations. It is vested with powers to take 
action against those who do not follow rules 
and regulations. The main theme of the 
policy of the SEBI is to ensure that there is 
transparency and honesty on the part of 
Issuing corporations and the intermediaries. 
It is compulsory for the Issuing corporation to 
present complete profile of the company and 
the project. It is the authentic basis of 
decision —making by the Investors. The 
Investors are averse to risk. The profile 
presents track performance of the 
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management, assets, capital, their 
composit ion, return over investment, profit and 
profitabil i ty, the earnings, earning per share 
and ratio of market price of equity to earning 
per share. These are the indicators as 
whether the issuing corporation has sound 
profile f rom the point of view of safety, 
return and cost. The profile sheds light on 
the risk element in the commitment of funds 
to the project for which funds are going to 
be raised. SEBIDs insistence is reassuring 
that the capital market is becoming 
transparent ever than before. The foreign 
investors show their confidence in the 
transparent transactions on the major stock 
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exchanges of the country. At present, foreign 
institutional investors are raising their stakes 
to the tune of more than 10 per cent of the 
total trade volume on the daily basis, which 
is around RS. 450,000 mil l ion. 
It is true that the stock exchanges are 
turning to favour big Institutional Investors. 
The small investors are getting squeezed out 
of the capital market. The mutual funds 
have been allowed to collect small savings for 
investments in safe securities that can yield 
stable income to the investors. It explains as 
to why mutual funds prefer Investments in 
public util it ies. The investments in public 
utilities are safe and l iquid. However, the 
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return is low in the case of mutual funds. 
The main principle that the mutual funds 
follow is to build portfolio on the basis of 
highest possible degree of safety with 
moderate return. The vast opportunities exist 
for mutual funds to invest in the development 
of infrastructures, power generation, 
development of communicat ion system and 
housing sector. 
The structural reform has taken the 
shape of new institutions that integrate the 
Indian stock market with the international 
stock markets. The OTCEI and National Stock 
Market have come into existence. The OTCEI 
are scripless on line t rading. National stock 
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market has reached out to the small Investors 
at their doorsteps. The national stock market 
is specifically for small companies that do 
not have access to the tradit ional stock 
exchanges of Mumbai, Delhi, Madras and 
Calcutta. SEBI regulates Euro issues, global 
depositories and offshore funds. Most 
important development is the Demat trading in 
the country, which safeguards against 
speculatorsD hot chase and the turbulence in 
the money market as a result of the entry of 
the hot money. 
In short, the scope of functions of SEBI 
is wide ranging f rom national to international 
operations. The regulatory body takes care 
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tha t it does not ha rm the interest of 
corporat ions and investors. It coins 
modal i t ies , rules and regulat ions to promote 
e f f ic iency of the capi ta l marke t , ensure 
t ransparency and integr i ty . The SEBI has 
succeeded in p romot ing f i nanc ia l l ibera l isat ion 
in the country . 
The fo re ign investors have conf idence in 
the work ing of the economy. Financial 
l ibera l isat ion has created an env i ronment 
f r iendly to fo re ign investors. The inf low of 
fo re ign capi ta l is de termined by the hard 
fac ts of cost, r isk and re turn . The fore ign 
investors cons ider USA and European Union as 
the safest economies f o r investment . The 
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capi ta l investment at 2 percent return in USA 
fu l f i l s expectat ions of the investors. The 
expected rate of return fo r European Union 
countr ies is 3 per cent. The same capi ta l 
investment in Asia is made fo r 150 D 200 per 
cent re turns. Asia and other developing 
regions ore ma rked as risky economies . The 
fore ign investors determine m i n i m u m payback 
period by expect ing highest rate of re turn . 
Most of the apex f i nanc ia l inst i tu t ions of USA 
and European Union have separate 
subsid iar ies with f unds to operate in Asia. 
Bundus Bank, Deutsche Bank, Amer ican 
Express, Myrill Lynch Mutual Funds and Old 
Asset Management have separate subsid iar ies 
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to operate in Asia with funds for investments 
in projects that can fu l f i l the expectations in 
range 150 D 200 per cent. The payback 
period is less than a year. 
The present study follows an 
independent logical framework to determine 
the Income to foreign Investors in India. It Is 
an established fact that earning per share is 
the income added to the value of a share. 
The value of a share of RS. 100 would be 
RS. 1 1 0 / - after including the earning per 
share of RS. 10. The mi l l ion-do l la r question 
is whether the earning per share justif ies the 
initial price of a share. In other words, the 
investors want an answer to the question as 
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to whether their investment in the given 
corporation is just i f ied. Market capitalisation 
rate answers the question ~ the earnings per 
share are discounted at market capitalisation 
rate. For instance, earning per share of RS. 
10 would have capitalised value of RS 100 at 
capitalisation rate of 10 per cent. Investment 
of RS. 100 per share are fa i r because 
capitalised value of earnings is equal to 
market price of the share. Dividend, Capital 
gains, expected growth and volume of trade 
are the key determinants in the income to 
foreign investors. Dividends are lowest in 
developing economies, capital gains are 
highest and expected growth is more in 
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developing economies than in USA and 
European Union. The foreign investment is 
exposed to the risks f rom variations in price 
index and exchange rates. The Demat 
transactions safeguard foreign Investors f rom 
losses due to variations in exchange rates. 
The income changes in the ratio of actual 
and Demats exchange rates. 
The study specifies the fol lowing algebraic 
expression of the determinants of the income 
to foreign inyestors: 
I = (EPS + GPS + GPP) V /K 
• / signifies income to foreign 
investors; 
• EPS denotes earning per sin a re; 
• GPS depicts gains per share; 
• GPP indicates gains per point of 
trade volume 
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• Average variations in exchange rate, 
interest rate and price index; 
• K is the expected return or 
capitalisation rate. 
The logical conclusion is that foreign 
investors ore attracted by income that should 
be many times ower what they expect f rom 
investments in the strong economies of USA 
and European Union. The present study has 
analysed the income at length. It reveals 
that USA is the top gainer with 190 per cent, 
followed by UK with 119 per cent. German 
investors obtain 24 per cent return. However, 
Japanese investors get a moderate return of 
20 per cent. An overview of income pattern 
to foreign investor drive home the point that 
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India is considered a risky economy by UK 
Investors and US. On the other hand, 
German and Japanese investors consider 
investment in India to be quite sate. The 
difference in the rate of return for foreign 
investors reflects the basic investment policy. 
Japanese and German investors are taking 
long term view of their investments in 
contrast with the US and UK investors who 
are taking short term view of their 
investment. The view is corroborated by the 
difference in payback period ~ the US and 
UK investors fix payback period of less than 
a year, Japanese and German investors have 
the payback period of 4 to 5 years. There is 
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yet another important factor that is 
responsible for the difference in the risk 
perceptions of foreign investors. It is 
continuous huge trade deficit with USA and 
UK. The trade deficit is not substantial with 
Germany and Japan. 
China offers superheats stream of income 
to foreign investors. US investors get 280 per 
cent. The UK investors earn at the rate of 
278 percent. The German investors have the 
income at 90 per cent. The income of 
Japanese investors is 60 per cent. In short, 
China is the riskiest economy for the foreign 
investors. India is well poised to become 
sound and safe economy. 
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It is equally important to bear In mind 
that liberalisation of economy is not free 
f rom shortcomings. The free economy is 
usually a fa i r weather f r iend. Free economy 
does not help the country solve problems of 
equity, social justice, unemployment, human 
resource development, social welfare, balanced 
economic growth, regional imbalances and the 
like social problems. Negligence of social 
welfare programmes can be perilous to an 
economy. It underscores the need for a 
social safety net. 
The present study highlights the fact that 
India does not have a strong social safety 
net. Vast population is ill iterate 60 per 
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cent of the male and 90 per cent of the 
female are not literate. However, there are a 
few states that claim 100 per cent literacy 
rate ~ Manicure, Kara, Tamale Nadu and a 
number of districts of Karnataka are the 
regions of very high rate of literacy. The 
State directive is enshrined in the Constitution 
for compulsory schooling of children up to 
the age of 14. It is the universal right of 
every citizen of India to get free education up 
to school level, Education is in the 
concurrent list of the Constitution that enjoins 
upon both the State and the Centre to cater 
to the need for education throughout the 
country. It is di f f icul t to establish on 
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enlightened society without 100 per cent 
literacy in the country. It is fa i r to suggest 
that the State and the Centre both have got 
to allocate more funds than ever before for 
the establishment of schools, colleges and the 
Universities. It is true that the curr iculum 
should be oriented to the career that a 
person wishes to pursue after completing his 
schooling. The existing pattern hardly fits in 
the framework of job opportunities. The new 
mil lennium will be the era of computer and 
information revolution. In view of great 
signif icance of information technology, it is 
absolutely necessary to acquire computer 
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l iteracy. The sooner importance ot literacy is 
realised; the better it will be tor the country. 
New education system must be integrated 
into the development ot skill for taking up 
new jobs that modernisation of the country 
will create, Skilled workers should be 
produced by the technical institutions. 
Training —on—job should be provided after 
f inishing schooling and skill learning courses. 
Education, training and placement should be 
integral part of the education system in the 
country. 
It is causing great concern among the 
young generation to f ind unemployment on the 
rise. The last census furnishes statistics to 
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establish the fact that children up to less 
than 18 years of age are 40 per cent, people 
above 18 years but less than 60 years of 
age are 50 per cent, and people of 
superannuated age are 10 per cent in the 
country. The annual growth in the labour 
force is 3 per cent. It is disconcerting to 
observe that jobs are not enough for the 
entire working force. It will be fa i r to go by 
the estimates that 40 per cent of the working 
force is without job. In other words, 4 out 
of every ten people have to go without job. 
It is alarming situation. Vast unemployment 
can degenerate into social and economic 
imbalances. The social safety net should 
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incorporate economic programmes for the 
creation of jobs to absorb the entire working 
force. The current programmes are not 
enough to absorb the unemployed in the 
country ~ Jawahar Rozgar Yojna, Indira 
Gandhi Vikas Yojna, Gramin Udhar Yojna, and 
other integrated rural development projects 
have not produced the desired effects. In a 
democratic country, it is the responsibility of 
the state to f ind jobs for every competent 
person. There is no social security available to 
unemployed people in developed countries 
social security is available to the unemployed. 
The state is committed to the community to 
f ind job to all the competent people within 
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the shortest possible t ime, which usually does 
not extend beyond a few weeks. 
It is established beyond any shred of 
doubts that the country lags behind in respect 
of adequate provision of public utilities ~ 
people in the South, Rajasthan and most of 
the rural areas all over the country do not 
have adequate supply of safe drinking water. 
People have to walk long distance for a 
pitcher of water. Indeed, water is l i fe. State 
should assign top priority to the provision of 
water in all the areas to protect life of the 
people. Energy is not adequately available to 
people. It is interesting to note that 
consumption of energy per head is lowest in 
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India. Development without adequate supply 
of energy is not possible. Inadequacy of 
energy undermines all efforts to modernise 
the country. Tardy infrastructures are major 
deterrents in social and economic interaction 
between people of dif ferent regions. The 
country should assign priority to the 
development of infrastructures. Housing 
problem is an acute social problem. It is 
estimated that 40 per cent people live without 
a roof over their heads. All those living 
below poverty line are without a shelter. The 
construction industry is labour intensive 
activity. It has vast potential of creating 
jobs. Besides, the jobs will be created in 40 
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different other industries, which are suppliers 
of building nnaterials. Provision of houses to 
all those below the poverty line should 
constitute an integral part of the social safety 
net. 
In a few words, social safety net is 
essential for the productive role of foreign 
capital in the country. Negligence of social 
safety has proved to be disastrous in Asia 
Pacific Rim countries, especially in Indonesia. 
What has happened there can happen 
everywhere if the social safety net is not 
strong. The economic liberalisation will not 
produce expected results without strong social 
safety net. The foreign investors scrutinise 
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social security net to evaluate regional risks 
associated with investment in different 
projects. It imparts urgency to social 
programmes. Market economy is not the 
right mechanism to solve the social problems. 
Nevertheless, there are some areas of social 
safety which can be governed with the help 
of regulatory bodies under appropriate statutes 
~ it refers to protection of environment, 
checks on the development of toxicants, 
hazardous chemicals, and the like products 
and use of technology. 
Economy of the country has strong 
trappings for the foreign investors to make 
long term investment. The country is 
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endowed with immense natural resources. 
The country has vast torest belt in the north 
and the south, perennial rivers, ferti le plains, 
rich deposits of minerals, marine resources 
and strategic location. India is gateway to 
Europe for the Far East Asian countries. 
The country offers vast domestic market 
for the development of commercially viable 
enterprises. The country has one of the 
biggest capital markets of the world at 
Bombay. Maharashtra and Ahmedabad in 
Gujarat are Manchester of England. The 
country has well —developed iron and steel 
industry, a luminium industry, and other core 
industrial base. The country has the 
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diversified industrial base to make products 
for consumersD market and the producersD 
market. The country has become a nuclear 
power. 
The f inancial sector is strong to mobilise 
savings for investment. The All India 
f inancial institutions and the All India 
Developmental Institutions are effective 
suppliers of funds for long term investments. 
The regulatory bodies in the Financial, 
trade and industrial sectors are enforcing 
rules and regulations for honesty, integrity 
and transparency. The public enterprises are 
being privatised through disinvestment policy. 
It is a measure to end state monopoly. 
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The monetary system is sound with 
comfortable position of foreign reserves, 
stable exchange rates and deceleration in the 
inflaf'ion. The foreign invesfors have good 
prospects of lucrative investment in India. 
The country is poised for a giant leapforward 
in economic development with assured free 
economy and f inancial liberalisation for 
lucrative foreign investments. 
The present study leads to further 
researches in the area: Risk Management 
and Foreign Investment in India. It would 
be Interesting to study Dynamic Impact of 
rinancial Liberalisation in India. The logical 
framework of the present thesis has profound 
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application to the other areas of study. The 
research projects would contribute to the 
existing stock of knowledge on the subject of 
global f inancial management. 
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